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Making Art to Make Identity: Shifting Perceptions of Self amongst 
Historically Disadvantaged South African Artists 
Jade Gibson, 2005 
This study examines how historically disadvantaged artists shift self-identities through art-
making beyond previously racialised, hierarchised and essentialist constructs in a transforming New 
South Africa. Fieldwork research involved direct observation, working with artists on art projects, and 
interviews with visual artists and other arts practitioners in Cape Town, 1998-2001. Artworks are 
examined as events incorporating social change, and thus as a focal point between unconscious praxis and 
the cognitive coming-to-awareness of self within-the-world. Using a non-essentialist approach to identity 
construction, I argue for an understanding of, and approach to, studying individual identity that 
incorporates complexity, multiplicity, materiality and change as integral to identity formation. 
The reworking of memory materially within artworks is demonstrated through examining how 
artists re-presented autobiographical and historical referents of identity to affirm and re-present new 
narratives of self in South Africa's present. How artists respond to, and negotiate, tensions and 
contradiction between concepts of 'freedom' and externally-derived categories of value within socio-
\ 
economic limitations in a transforming South African art world is also explored. I also show how 
artworks act as sites of transcultural encounter for artists, within their awareness of different gazes and 
contexts of interpretation, to position identities simultaneously both within the local and beyond the local, 
through different images, styles, techniques and technologies in their work. Finally, I demonstrate how 
different collaborative art projects, through artistic praxis, enable mutual processes of social and artistic 
collective identification between artists of different socio-cultural backgrounds, in relation to processes of 
nation-building and reconciliation for South Africa in the future. The study not only provides insight into 
art-making in South Africa and material processes of cognitive identity construction, but also how 
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I view art as a of intended to change the world rather than encode 
symbolic about it. The 'action'-centred approach to art is more 
anthropological than the alternative semiotic approach because it is preoccupied with the practical 
mediatory role of art in the social process, rather than with the interpretation of objects' as 
if they were texts. 
Alfred 1998:6 
.. ofall the in the environment an active body must make mental models none 
is more crucial than the the has of 



































































































If you look at the pigment I'm black, but when I speak, I 
human being. Then, because my craft, I am an artist. I don't see me as a 
because to white because of the I'm to other 
bec:aWie of how I my how I see myself really ... 
But up in South Africa, I must say that you are reminded of your 
you are of what you are, of your and because you in a 
that has created those those So, when you walk, you see this 
reflection in people's in walls, everywhere, that you are this and that """"""A,"" 
artist, 
AIMS THE STUDY 
This study the between art, • __ ..... J .and within 
processes socio-political the New South The focuses 
particularly on the agency of historically disadvantaged in Cape Town, 1998-2001, in 
self-identity through art. 
With the understanding that artworks are components socially and culturally 
embedded processes (Banks and Morphy 1997), the study examines how the construction artworks 
incorporated broader, more eXlparlsn/e and diverse perceptions of hi storicall y 
in the New Africa, a previously founded upon 
constructs of identity. The IS to several and several 
!'A'rltA"""""""!"''''' theoretical areas of 1rgeolmnlg interest. 
The V.""/Bn.Tl that individuals, rather than 
presentation, n"!>rotu'" 
artworks are to macro-level 
I-IV"lU''';; passively to hegemonic 
The ways that individuals 
r'lplrh· ... 'rrn~nl'p within the production 
South The <lor, .. "",,, to identity is 
prr,pr,["ncr social in the study are understood not as end-points in 
legotl;ated. and multiple processes constituted within 
The cognitive COlmulg-[O-'COIlSCIOU awareness of self through individual 
and intentionality socio-political transformation, and indicate processes and 
for in the The study also provides the complex 
internal composition South Africa fundamentally underlie some the many 
alternati ve identity within "r."tplmnr.r!'l South 
_.,,~.,.,_ and transformation at ground level are presented not only for artists but 












SOCIAL IDENTITY IN SOUTH AFRICA 
The socio-cultural transformation taking place in the New South Africa, including South African 
contemporary visual art practice, provides the context for this study. When fieldwork for this study began, 
issues concerning social identities in a South Africa undergoing rapid and dramatic transformation were 
(and remain) contentious and contradictory. A year before fieldwork began, Kellner, a South African 
theorist, aptly summed up the prevailing situation: 
In a sense, to be South African is to be a hybrid, from which no singular origin is evident. Black 
South Africans have had their history and culture - their very existence - erased due to apartheid, 
while white South Africans have been cut off from their European ancestry, either developing a 
distorted sense of self, not wholly African but not entirely European either. Forty years of 
apartheid policy has created a deformed, brutally twisted beast. ... South Africa is something of a 
bastard. A completely heterogeneous cocktail of discord, assemblage, bricolage, metamorphosis 
and epistemological erasure" (1997: 29-31). 
Apartheid had existed in South Africa as a system of political control since the rise to power of 
the National Party in 1948. Apartheid, and the segregatory practices and legislation that preceded it, had 
formed the foundation of South Africa's entire social fabric and involved the legally enforced 
hierarchised categorisation of the entire South African population into race categories. The four main race 
categories, or 'population groups' as they were known under apartheid, were white, coloured, Indian and 
black (' African') in descending order of hierarchical privilege. These racialised identity categories were 
part of an imposed and pervasive social structure for over forty years. Some argued, since democratisation 
in 1994, South Africans faced a transition not only from over forty years of racist, legalised and 
hierarchised racial oppression, but also a release from 300 years of colonialism and segregation (Posel 
] 999). 
Following the official end of apartheid in 1994, South Africa became a constitutional democracy 
and underwent rapid processes of socio-political transformation, which continue into the present. The end 
of apartheid impacted dramatically upon South Africa, both internally within the social framework, and 
externally, through international relations. 
Internally, the national ejection of 1994 marked the point at which the previously politically 
invisible historically disadvantaged population were given the vote, and thus agency in constructing a 
future for the New South Africa. South Africa was now declared a 'Rainbow Nation', with an egalitarian, 
diverse and multicultural population. The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) process, (lasting 
from April] 996 until October] 998, with Amnesty Hearings into 200 1)1 took place as a public means of 
bringing about national reconciliation and closure from the apartheid past for South Africans. Affirmative 
action was introduced as a policy to redress some of the economic and work imbalances that had 
previously been part of apartheid legislation and previously legalised racist restrictions were abolished. 
Externally, the removal of anti-apartheid international sanctions post-1994 led to a sudden influx of 
international trade and media, exposing South Africans to rapid processes of cultural and economic 











globalisation. Furthennore, towards the end of the a \.<11Jlp11,,,,,,l,, on an 'African 
Renaissance' emerged which culturally and """'JU'JAUl,,,,'UY associated South Africans not with 
under apartheid, but in the African continent. 
as 
Social transfonnation inevitably resulted in South Africans themselves "'" .. ,,'"u .. ''' with changing 
nP1r"np('.ll1"'~" and for social identities. These had previously played out within daily praxis and 
interaction as part of South African and were now, theoretically, 'freed' from 
and restrictions in the New South Africa. For transfonnation to occur 
macro-level would integration at an individual level. H,,\Up·UPT 
social change is a dynamic, negotiated process and individuals are agents that rt:~.pu'nu negotiate with 
and contribute to collective social change. A shift away from apartheid-constructed identities would 
a shift in the with and the modes and spaces which it exists 
and interacts with the world. These issues are in depth in later 
Socio-political in the New South Africa also affected the lives of 
historically disadvantaged artists. They, like everyone else to racial 
segregation under apartheid, socially disadvantaged in access to art markets and education and 
ret:)re~;en.tarlon within art institutions. With the of the movement from the 
1980s to early 1990s, many historically disadvantaged artists had taken part in the collective fight against 
<lnolrlh,piri as 'cultural workers', producing anti-apartheid art work. Following the official end of apartheid 
m the South African visual art world to the international art world and shifted to an 
"'lUPU''''", on individualised artistic 'freedom' in the New South with a on the 
avant-garde. There was therefore pressure on artists who had worked collectively as 'cultural workers' 
apartheid to enter fine art world markets that assumed a fine arts 
Artists were thus faced with challenges on several accounts - the need to deal with socio-political 
in relation to their own of in their everyday and working within a 
domain of praxis focused on visual representation which identities could both consciously and 
unconsciously, in public. 
* 
The remainder of this chapter presents theoretical concepts and ideas which infonn the 
and are re-visited tnt()U)l:n01 the ensuing I describe relevant theory and argue for 
an approach that examines -----.-.J as fluid, and undergoing continual processes of change . 
.:l",~,ulllJ, I present for a focus on agency and individuality within social theory in relation to 
collective social I argue for a theoretical focus on the role of artefacts within identity 
construction, in relation to the objectification of the self. Following and as a means to 
and incorporate the theories thus I for an to art 











IDENTITY AND CHANGE 
Although "1'p·""'1'''' ., .. ,,,.,,,,,,,,.,., as ess:enltlallst, static, and identity is now understood by 
most social researchers and theorists to be continual processes 
~--'''''J has consequently been described as a "hybrid, inescapable mixture of ideas" 1993: 
and as a ·"1" •• (\,111('tl('m which is never "UJllll-'l""", in process, and always constituted within, not 
(Ha111990: 
However, Del"CeDCl,Ons of • __ ...... J as fixed 
"both as a concept, theoretically, and as a contested fact of contemporary political life" (Gilroy 
1997: can, and do, have and often crucial on peoples' lives (Hall 1 1990a, 
1990b; Woodward 1997). For example, essentlallst perceptions 
relation to pelrce]ptl()flS of cultural, territorial or national origin, are often 
particularly in 
connected to, or 
today's ethnic conflicts, wars and genocide, as well as being the foundation for the 
HLVLI''''_'' and beliefs that provide the SO(:lO"POlltlCal context for this study in a transtorrmrlg 
New South Africa. 
A gamut of theoretical studies evidences the and multiplicity of social identities. 
Identities, for example, have been studied as shaped through narratives of the past (Antze and Lambek 
Tonkin 1996, Bloch 1998), often n"""t"'''''''''<lt,,,,,, and cornmemlOI public ceremonies 
(Bhabha 1990, Connerton 1 Goldsworthy 1 Rowlands 1993). Identities may be created 
perceptions of 'sameness' or 'difference' in relation to other individuals or groups 
Woodward 1997; Jenkins 1996), P1'f'Pt"\lC1""C oflocalised communities, nations and territories (Anderson 
Lovell Gillis 1994, 1996, Hutchinson and Smith as well as by an tmlDO!;ea 
\~ .. '"'"''''' 1990). There is also a interest in processes of hybridisation, 
identities within an Hl"H;;a:>U'l'>l) l'>l,-.ua.,,:>~.u world. (1993, 
1995) even argues that individuals may become positioned within " .... '.lUlI"!'>':! mutually exclusive 
lac:ntlUe:s, 1'-'UJ:l.1111>'. 'both ways at once' , in ...... UA'V'H to the 'roots' and 'routes' that they contextualise 
themselves within. Described as a cODlcer.t. difficult to down, and in need of further 
academic study (Handler 
continually changing. 
identity can thus been seen as, seemingly paradoxically, both fixed and 
In his extensive study of social,uI.;.l1LllV Jenkins describes social as a complex process, 
one C01[lCt~tluallse:d as both individual and intrinsically social: 
attributes of embodied individuals which are necessarily 
""Vll,,.1.1Ul',",U, sometimes at a high level of abstraction. In social identity (or identities) the 
collective and the individual occupy the same space. Second, if social is conceptualised 
in tenns of process, as a sharp distinction between structure and action may be avoided. 
ifthose processes are conceptualised as a perpetual dialectic of two analytically (but only 
analytically) distinct moments - the internal and the then the between the 
objective and the subjective may also be Fourth, since is bound up with 
cultural repertoires of intentionality such as morality, on the one and with networks of 
















to be an 
its 
In 
on the other, it is an important 
both intended and unintended. Fifth, 
(positions) and of routinised 
our understanding of action 
.,,,.,,v,,", ... order at least in part, a 
allocating positions (and therefore 
Sixth, there is a 
en£'1""'" and social 
understanding of social identity 
consist of negotiations between the 
both intemal and extemal 
h"." .. ,<"" ... the distribution of resources 
rnlpr,nn for distribution and is 
Seventh, in identifying 
"p,'tin,n is made between 
classification of 
constitutive of both the 
order (1996:26). 
1'1'p,.,n1'( and modes of 
collective, as a dialectic, 
self and the 
<:n('1pl"" Such negotiations, he claims, coalesce as process, dependent upon modes of power and 
within constructs of domination and resistance 
cultural repertoires of intentionality, 
'-""'""-''-'' COGNITION AND 
years 
to an approach 
argues an understanding of 
are fundamentally the constructions 
as institutions and the state, and 
n"",,,,,,,.v<o of constraint and possibility. 
a mind-body dualistic approach 
and embodied ~V"'-"'IJ 
in which "the of 
cultural construction through action in-the-world, in which "the body is the 
J 994: 23) - a "self-in practice" et al. 32), emerging or to 
awareness. ' 1990) has also examined 
praxis within society. 
extent to which human experience is ,.,.,.,rar • ., 
H'~"U.U"UE> and cognition are mediated 
1991) in which, 
and fundamentally Imllgnrlatl 
1987: 
In refining ideas about the 
role of individuals within social transformation. 
extemal SO(;IQ··cu forces, it has been 
agents 
is general agreement that the .M"''',,,.<"'11 
current and received terms of the 'All)"' ..... 
individual's activity of interpretation, of sense 
and sensitive view of the 
as merely generalizable within 'cultures'. 
3 See Cohen and Hastrup 1995; Kapferer 
5 
has been argued to be -In-mj~-nllnla. 
schemata derived from human 
is an event of understanding; it is a 
to previous and 
there has been an increased III 
as passive ,.""r·" .. ,,,"nt,, 
"make up collectives" and are 
is within 
to which she or he belongs; and 
us to develop a more 
individuals and to refrain from 
than talking glibly of collective COilSCIOUlSfli~SS, 










we would now advocate the more cautious, 
Rapport 1995: 13: emphasis in original) . 
. .. To pay attention to the consciousness 
expressed is not to 
the sensitive understanding of 
subjective individuals in interaction 
are thus not 
"r<.",t,,.,,, culture through 
Rapport further claim that individuals create 
pVlnpT,p~lf'P within which identity is constructed, practiced, and 
In real1ife, there are no absolute beginnings or 
and successors to every moment. In to 
create points of stasis, "creations" or "articulations" of the 
points, at the same time enabling possibilities and processes 
There is little research however on how individuals 
points" to new perceptions of self during times of social 
there is a "relative lack of attention to specifying exactly what goes on in an 





out a set of 
actors 





approach that draws together cognitive, material and and "'1"'-"'"'''''''' 
individual's capacity for change, through agency within collectivity. This 
approach through studying how historically disadvantaged 
artworks in the New South Africa. 
THE MATERIALITY OF IDENTITY 
Representation is the means 
thprPT,,,,,..,,, essential to anthropological study. Banks and 
Anthropology as a 
translation or interpretation. It involves the rel=)re!;entatllon 
an anthropological audience which 
""""''''''''<> on varying premises. An understanding of the nature 
is thus to the overall objectives 
are often the means through which people rpnirP'Opnf 
performance in ritual healing, Csordas argues that the 
but "is a bodily practice in so far as it engages multiple sensory 
is "a repertoire of capacities for orienting in and "'''f;U5'''5 





in which the 
Images are presented through artefacts ... also through persons in their bodily 












always do so 
or present themselves to themselves in innumerable must 
a specific . (1990:29) 
Much work has ..,.."',."'C'" on the relationship the materiality of artefacts as images of 
how they 
ethnographic studies of TYI"tpr,,, 
behaviour and In the last twenty example, 
[broadly as an interdisciplinary form with a 
common focus on "the the relationship and and 
in order to explore 
transformation of 
ways in which artefacts are 
identities" (Tilley and 
trans1tormallon The field is now claimed to be one of 
r"'''''"rr'h (Tilley 2000). 
are mutually entangled, one cannot be 
Artefacts are made by and this 
artefacts, as a means which people determine 
is only a fulcrum or lever across which the 
",,,,r,,,,:.I",,,,, the makers" 
... ,.."',"'".."""" of the 
: 307). Scarry (ibid.), 
sentient 
1996:5)] have undergone nrr.fr\llnrl 
most dynamic and innovatory areas of 
writes that, " ... the identities of persons and 
considering the 
not on the final nr{"\i1,.r 
moves 
example, contends that a 
world and, 
(2000: 267). 
but on the making 
that, " .. 
object is a 
"through 
in the (2000: 260). 
This study 
representation - the rn"lr.n,,,, 
transforming South Africa. 
ART,ARTISTS 
construction of Ah""".. .. '
artworks to make identity 
IDENTITY 




artists in a 
on the anthropology art (Buchli 2002, There has been a 
Marcus and Myers 1 2001) conconutal with the recent shifts described 
above. It has been su~~ge:stt~a 
society, traditionally 
artworks and 
as a form of 
be stuOle~a as U~~"'''Uo'J 'set apart' 
on individual 
to own discursive within art historical {'ritpr,'" (Napier 1992, Root argue 
very physicality 
and consequently, 
a prime medium beginning the intellectual exploration of other 
reason, "art should at the forefront of anthropological studies" 
and Shelton 
the artwork is "' ... "'H.'..... system, not 
outcome of a cultural nrr.",,,"oc of production 
new theoretical 
as c".n ..... ". 
are required in 
but the 
and Morphy ] 997). 
Several social and theorists have su~~geste:a a need for alternative t,."""",." for the 
visual art ] 993; Rowlands] 
and conventional studies of art and art 
4 This was recently a focus of the conference Fieldworks: 
Modern, London, UK, 26-28 2003 
7 
Kuchler and Melion 1 
have been 
between Art 
; Napier] 992; 
(Thomas 1997; 










Schneider 1993; 1996). Drewal (2000), 
there should be a theoretical focus on 
should be in \"''''U'U'H to "the 
products" (24]) and "how 
s emphases). Fabian (l 
on JJHU.UIUU argues that 
he argues, 
aspirations 
into practices and 
Tshibumba Kanda 
~ .... ~~'~ that paintings are npr"nr'TYI" 
and reflection, in 
real time, deeply 
",a"" ... ,u through a series of 
events occurred at a particular place, during a (219). 
has been an 
within anthropological studies5. Schneider (1993, 1996) has 
contemporary visual artists 
visual artists may act as 
and historians because they appropriate anl:hn:)p()ioglcal l'vC,,-,UJ''-'ll techniques 
within in their work to investigate their own and others' referencing and sltllate;d-Tle 
Consequently, " ... such art can be as legitimate in the representation of 
academically established written and visual discourses in anthropology" (ibid. 1 
In this study, artworks are examined as events of creation, r",,,:ot,,,,.,,, U"'J",VL'ULJ'Vll or 
between an individual's self-perception, and the 
identification in society. 
of ",v,,,, ... ,, 
STRUCTURE AND OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 
Clllap,tel's One and Two 
One and Two outline theoretical concerns, a 
and an outline of the study. The following chapters were 
on identity construction that emerged during fieldwork. 
were also selected from fieldwork and included within theoretical 
to 
focus of each chapter is by no means mutually exclusive from 
identity construction are often interlinked. Indeed, it would go 
theoretical areas 
that 
this study if they were not, and thus, at times, there is some inevitable 
across chapters. Likewise, different works of the same artists may be referred to in 
Chapter Three 
Socio-political change in South Africa involved the collective 
pr()ceSSt~S such as the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. How did this 
the in relation to self-identity? To what extent is memory 
the 'Fieldworks' Conference at the Tate, London, 
programme devoted to these very issues. 
8 










and to what for 
with the past? How does this """"mn" ..... 
the artwork as a form 




is ,....,,,, ..... ,y,.u an enlDCIOJc::a, spatial 
are never 
conventions, cultural assumptions, and contexts of recall and 
(Antze and (1996): vii). 
LJlal>te:r Four 
Identities are determined not only in to perceptions narratives 'past, but are 
and our v"~IVJJ':>"''' to "Not only we 
identify ""1'0"'>/,,",", .. but we also identify by 
In in ""a,lIV'1I to concepts New South I 
l..,JJ'''''-'Jl':> and contradictions between historically disadvantaged artists' personal attempts to move ,","">Inn." 
apartheid identity constructs, and externally-derived by art and 
institutions in the art world. I examine responses to and contradictions, as 
in to and upon these same restrictions, to reClenme and sell 
U""'''I''" and these same art __ .,~,...,._. on their own terms. 
Chapter Five 
Changes in Africa also occurred in to the international world, the lifting 
trade an emphasis on an African 'Renaissance' the exposure of 
Africans to and cultural globalisation. Chapter Five thus how 
identity referents are located in in relation to the linking of 
beyond 'the local', in to cultural 
in a sense, about our positions in transnational Robins 1 
41). This takes a complex approach, with the view that, "The various flows from which we 
construct our identities more than the old Newtonian analogies 
are to understand them .,ti~·n"",tp 1995: in these cases, 
nn"').y',,,t.nn of multiple identities as a within an 
approach to .~~ ..... 1 rather than as a f' ... "'C'lrr.pn'b"ti sense of 
UH',,!"""" within territorial cultural encounter, 
and power if we 
cognitive 
the use of 
visual 
... ",f"' ... ",nt" to perceptions 'traditional' identities, with contemporaneity, and trans-











through visual rpi"prpntc the context , sometimes 
themselves as both insiders and represent. I 
'-''''''''UII'''-' how these 'positionings' are related to 'outside' as well as the agency 
in strategically using these in the marketing of work, and presentations of self-identity. 
Chapter Six 
III Africa also required 






New South Africa and the v"'''''u'''''' 
in the future. In Chapter Six, I draw on the;mt~S 
the forms and outcome interactions 
Cape Town Artists' W{)rKSh()pS 
artwork between two artists at 
the Cape's Hidden History of Slavery,' an 
of the history of slavery in the Western Cape, 
I examine how mutual referents of 
boundaries of difference between 
processes incorporated within art 
Seven: Conclusions 
the outcome of separate chapters is SUJnlTlarl 
main concerns of this thesis: theory r,(\,r!rp'rn"no ,YU""."" 
""""LJU'U to human cognition and praxis; issues ",""n""',.,.,, 
and of micro-level ch,m.!1~e 























The concentrated fieldwork study extended from mid-1998 to 200] an period 
of preliminary research from 1996-7, and took place in the Greater Cape Town Metropolitan Area, South 
Africa. It involved both personal 
interviews and conversations with 
within art projects and workshops, 
and other persons in the arts 
I took part as a in Thupelo Cape Town Artists' at South 
C at the end a list of 
co-ordinator and as 
HllllW'n History exhibition at the 
building,7 Cape Town, I-Ipnto.np Se]Jtelnb(;r 24th 1998 (list of n<> .... ",'n<><1 and 
exhibited included in 
central Cape Town from 1 
attended life-drawing classes of local artists, in 
to 2001. 
In addition to participation and more general with other arts 
practitioners, academics, and curators, I conducted formal interviews with 
selected Cape Town and additional interviews with curators arts administrators between 1998 
and 2001, which I felt were relevant t  this study (lists and key 
organisations '-'v"nu"' .... ' .... are 
to 
Prior to the 
""', .......... ,, ... in Appendices A and B). 
for this I a 
time, I worked with h",tnrtt''' 
in Athlone as a member of 
in CapeTown 
visual artists at the 
Flats Arts Group' and as an 
April 1996 to 
Joseph Stone 





PYt"'lpr,pnt'Pc provided background insight 
conditions on the 
made and experiences 
6 See Four and Six. 
7 Now Iziko Slave Also see Chapter Six. 
8 The area of the Joseph Stone Theatre formed the studio space. 
the social issues and concerns 
of my later fieldwork ongmlate:d 
working with members of the 
9 The Flats is understood to comprise the residential area of the majority of the 











and visually within their work. Mustafa Maluka, whose work is discussed in Chapters 
was in the process name from Dennis to while converting from 
to Islam. He was with what he claimed was of a black 
component within the community'. This was on his own in the 
Public Library revealed that one third on the slaves 
to by the Dutch now believed to the majority of the Western 
coloured population, were black African ancestry. claimed that his surname, 
direct descent origins on his father's 
Humza Gulam had a Christian mother and He at 
of his life, been up with all three 
Vh."'.lJi .... U/S his Indian Hindu ancestry. Humza's artworks incorporated nYl::'O','<;: drawn from Indian 
calligraphy that he had spent 
He depicted 
as the an 
researching lO• 
in his 
ct.,f",ri",n events. He 
identity. 
clalSSlltle:d coloured, was a 
played an active role in 
'an identification with 
What is notable is that, whether through religion or history, were concerned 
with exploring aspects of self-identity that AVTPnr,,,,,... beyond, and contradicted, a oer'Cetltlcm of coloured 
as homogeneous. It could of course be argued that, since these were in their early 
expressions, 
in relation to, 
the institutionalised racism of 
self-identity was a concern 
nf'l~l1fT1T1I(T shortly after the formal 
external hE'(YE'n,nn contexts in 
was a conscious and 
to their generation. Hnn/A"",r 
in 1994, were 
where a shift 
concern socio-political tormactlon. Their personal 
",,.(>hln,,, of self-identity indicated processes of agency and self-transformation in a 'New' South 
10 At the time of my main fieldwork for this thesis (from 1998 to 2000), Humza was in Durban and his work is 
















study. u"".:>uv"" which ,nt'''T'"", 
Artists and Practitioners 
artists 
I to 1998 to commence for officially. A of 
and groups A ..... " .. "'t"'rI m from the 1960s to the set up 
by and institutions, II and mostly funded international 
organisation. this study, many artists claimed that collective art had fallen 
away or after 1994, that there were now centralised artists, 
that contact np"u!~·pn their members, across cultural and race 
nalntame,Q. All artists - black, white and coloured - often commented of artistic 
networks and communication. disadvantaged artists complained now working 
isolated PO(~Kets activity. 






contacts at the n.,,'pre.n! of rather than 
established arts collectives. Introductions and contacts with other artists whom I interviewed came 
those artists I 
fieldwork, 11'u,~r"'p".!" recorded on or paper, notes were during art 
Given the project observation, photographs and artists' were 
" .... "." .. -." focus of as and the 
in Cape this study has I'P¥ltrp'rI mainly on case ,0<,,""'" number of 
particular art projects and rather than !>ttprn.nhn to In,-.nn,nr!>tp all Cape Town artists. The total 
number and arts practitioners I interviewed, worked with or spoke to in to contextualise 
and inform other of the exceeds the number of artists 
for Selection of Artists 
My was on shifts within historically 





COlrlvt:mUlonal art history, and based primarily on the relationship between artists art-making 
than the rrU.'A"'r<' themselves, my criteria for resembled working definition of artists that 
Schneider (1996) adopts within his framework as "those who themselves as 
VUUIv'H5 artworks and are defined as such by others" (l " • ..,·"",,",u in this were, or 
or my and my was 
1I To name a the Community Arts the Visual Arts Thupelo and Vakalisa. More detail is given 











primarily on painters and I did not apply kinds of criteria 
the extent to which individuals established as 
non-established artists, I 
of 
careers these artists. 
judgements of artistic 
whose perspectives 
Focusing on 
provides a more view of 
art arena, as as allowing for shifts 
many South art theorists l2 have 
within South African art institutions. Many 
work I looked at were not considered 
art historical 
or 'bad' art, or 
both established 
diversity and 
changes over time in the 
problems with 
at the time my 
in contemporary 
art is nothing new, as 
this study 
1996 study 
Tshibumba as an 
artist, Tshibumba, where he writes, 
current art 
or as a historical figure worthy of being included in not concern me 
(190). In line with this ~nT'r",~(' 
reo'resent the people we 
the study also 
groups as well as 
according to the ct"'nrl'''rrl 
historiography 
argument ptron"ar~'nhpr" "should 
- in a way that not erase their presence 
as historical subjects 190). 
some of the then known artists I or interviewed from 
have certainly h",r·r.n,,,, more locally or internationally established or well-known. Others 
gone abroad, started or 
The number of 
UWJ"~'~ tertiary study, ... H<Ul.!:i"'U careers, or are still UU1'IU1:1'5 a local artistic career. 
historically visual painting or 
female artists. The 
artists are included 
absence of 
was, and 
case J""",u .. ,,, are th"'rpj-r""", male, 
where possible. '-J"'llU'~l are not a main study, but the rnnnr.",r",ti 
female artists in 
""',AI'>'''''''-' in further 
historically disadvantaged sector is a fact 
discrepancy could due to a social 
and should, be 
on other fonns work 
or career skills via more rarl[-o:ase:o media such as hP,.rI\:lI",y-Lr and textiles women historically 
disad vantaged communities 
domain. Many women 
than on painting or is seen many as a 'male' 
sector are involved in I'r<>TT_"" work, such 
as painting, nnlrTP'-U 
Thus, although not a 
and clothes-making, 
area of this study, 
a number of local co-operate 
is certainly "'""JU\"Hn an examination of 
areas of activity along similar theoretical to this study_ 
Approacbes to t"ruLtlClpSln Observation and 
Ethnography is perceived as a process of infonnation-gathering, to represented 
the researcher's ""_,VA''-U''''''. context. Since I directly participated in artistic and engaged in 
during interviews with artists, it is inevitable my personal interaction with both as an 
12 See Rankin 1989 and 1995; Nicodermus and Romare 1 and Enwezor ] 999; 1993 and 1999. 











interviewer, within a 
on the thus arguably on 
points out, even traditional 
and the presence and 
rapid 
my research. 




from the outcome of the 




My aim was to 
how artists acted as agents in 
participation did not, I overly affect my study 
relation to »yj-",rr.<> contexts 
primarily historically disadvantaged 
where views had been suppressed under the apartheid state. Many 
in a country 
expressed 
a concern being "spoken 
tht~Oretllcal constructs rather than 
and a mis-represented as a in order to fit art 
their viewpoints "heard", a OJH .... "VU individuals 
they vAIJVO,vU to during the «n,"nlh?>, was particularly important a context where 
the legacy apartheid had to a suspicion those who gathered within what were 
very rigid and which often implied an assumption an 
a the so gleaned. 
information 
suspicions are evident in one artists' comment 
that, 
and we 
t''A,'"I?>,YlH'C come here and they 
nothing." 
us, and then they go away and benefit 
I th.>ra.Tr.,·", approached interviews and n1',""",,,tc 
n""CUJ,>pn myself, as an artist and rp""'''1'l't,pr and the 
of information and opportunities 
My approach was that it was 
lrrlnn,rr",nf to information or opportunities through my with as 
opposed to a top-down ""'" ..... ,"'1' where only academic The 
History of project is an example of where I was part directly initiating and co-ordinating a 
project that benefited both participant artists in terms exhibition ..... A'''V'' .... and myself, as a researcher. 
Personal Interaction 
My personal and artistic 
being of 
, having V1'"\'''1'''''n,.,,,, - being trained as a visual 





was aDDf{)aC:hed and \.,VJIIUIA\.,l'';;;U. I entered my research as a ",r<U'''!T1 rather as an 
previously ulnrlt"p'n with members of the Cape Arts Group and taken part in arts 
projects prior to commencing research, thus circumventing some of the historical issues and 
and My artistic also 
processes, and techniques within artists' artworks in a 
approach a ... w<.,..h,h 
me to about 
language as a 
as we]] as from 
gaze of an ." ... ""' ... ,,,"',.. This work ODDoltUllltles, the 0.\"\_",,,,,,,1 
Central St Martin's Art School, London_ 












and the development 
~ .. ~,un'~ a sense of familiarity, 
Working as an 
conversations that we had already 
with also 
within shared 
projects, and helped of suspicion and 'outsider-ness' in many interviews with 
My half-Filipino-British background was also beneficial to my research, ..... r''''',(,111'1'''' a relatively 
position in relation to contexts of and race, This background often 
with interviewees, 'breaking the ice' when vv~", ... "" discussion on often sensitive 
Arts 
in me also being personally of racialised 
Town, as I did not fit neatly into the black or 
for example, to join 'women of 
highly 
the 'inside', My 
(BLAC) meeting 
or not, inevitably embroiling and ..... ,,,,,,.'U'. 
coloured and black South 
a 'women of colour' member, to a 
by participating 




of social identity in the New 
with some personal insight into how identity, 
Chapter Four), Such 
case, my own, could be 
I was 
surrounding 
nPT',P1'1f'PC provided me 
PleXlTllea, contextualised 
out in different ways and how pel'CeIPW)nS race were still highly ",A,'l"1nPnf to concerns 
access, inclusion, control and power, in a -"'~'o"'o and fluctuating New South context. 
TERMINOLOGY -
identity fArmi""l in South Africa and it is that I 
have such terminology at all to 
essentialism which is indefensible in 
use of such terminology seems to nl",'npl'11Q1cp 
an social science discourse or within 
divisions in a New South Africa that claims to be focused on non-racism and 
a particularly problematic when, as Sharp (1988) points out, all African 
are originally social and I disagree with 
that seem to re-essentialise perceptions of·rlP1"Ih1'" particularly those based on t"I .. "·u"",,,, Qn~'1"1np"..'1 
",al,'"'I".'iJU"al,'Vll.:>, The use of racialised 
development of more complex, 
under apartheid, 
.... n"'''''''''1'" the terms 'black', 'coloured' 
all people in nrp·"",.,t_r1Q\J 
as political, if not social, 
in order to shifts away from previous 
social identity in a transforming and 
term 'historically disadvantaged' 
common err,nT'"'' term in South Africa, 
16 
fluid perceptions than were 
are still deeply embedded in 
form part of the pervasive reality social 
One also has to have a point 
categories of racialised In 
South Africa is complex, 
to historically disadvantaged in the is a 










or Indian! Asian 
were politically 
some collectively consider a COlrllprerlensi 
apartheid. The tenn 
racially and historically "1,-,'"Ul,", l" .. aLl'-'U to previous white hegemony. 
the tenn black has to black and coloured artists collectively. Under 
many, although not all politically "Vl1",",J:V 
preferred less-divisive identification 
1J""'1J1'"" also chose ideologically to be called black, as a 
population. The tenn is nevertheless still "VILa ... ",,",,,, 
in a variety of ways in a 
Blanket tenns, however, not U\"",,",""'" describe people's socio-political positions under 
tenns 'historically disadvantaged', 'coloured', 'black' or apartheid. It has been u"" ... ...""." .. 
'white' at times 
re-detennined perceptions of, 
extent individuals have moved away from, or 
thp·1'pt;n.1'p an unfortunate yet inevitable fact that, in 
order to challenge apartheid l"<'It,""O("1'l 
categories. 
I have used such termlJnoJlog: 
artistes) at the time. The tenns are not mr,emleo 
artists studied. For simplicity and COJlvenlt:nc,e, 
are not enclosed within quotation 
choose to represent themsel 
interviews, some historically 
some as black, and others not at all. At times 
discussion to explore artists' own individual 
particularly where individual case ~tudies 
should be understood to be past reference points 
in the present, and future. 
REPRESENTING ARTISTS' OPINIONS 
necessary to draw on those same 
or to clarifY issues of social,,-Ipnh'r., 
self-identities of any 
within the text, the tenns 
artists under discussion would not 
this study. During 
themselves as coloured, 
I have extended my 
statements regarding self-identities, 
that the use ofthese tenns 
pennanently imposed, are open 
to my own language limitations, were \.<vllUU.\.<LI;;;U AUfP,,,'r the 
interviewed were multilingual. Most 
language, other first-languages often 
the::rru;el'ves very articulate in describing and discussing 
the exact words and comments 
111..,',",\,; • .1, most are 
In 
as an att€~ml)t to 
convey artists' 'voices'. Any amendments for was not 
I 
were \,;,,"'Ul1J.U\,;U. 
anonymity of artists' .... ", •. "".,., 
interviews, particularly where collatlonitiv'e 
cases, it has been difficult to include too many details 
,",""Ja1U"';U"..." possibly to their disadvantage, in an already I"nTltPrlt. 
17 
art and/or where 











of race racism are concerned. Consequently, case of or comments HH,,'L"'~""'" 
from who were assured .,nr,nv"Yl1t" on group were obtained informally, I 
indicated 
necessary for 
such as age, gender, 
to 
identification 
comment. It has, 
h"""YP'llPr been U~''''",,;:,a.l their 
individual case studies of and their are concerned. order to emphasise artists as people, 
a traditional art historical approach to visual art, the have 
used individual case studies than the more "'{""~"F'nt1 use surnames. 
* 
ADDENDUM 
subject study is cOllte:!(tuali~sed end-note to this chapter. On returning to 
Africa in 1998, to commence Flats was no longer formally in 
"""'SO''',,,,,,, and n .. ,.o", ... u, other. and Mustafa 
was 
was not happy. He repeatedly 
LU,",UWLV , in to work 
conform to what he described as a materialistic did not want to be part of. 
,,,,,,ntF·rl to do, said, was to working as a fine artist and be a Rastafarian. 
following day, Andre, at the age of twenty-five, tragically himself in bedroom at home. 
Knowing personally, and the concerns of himself and his friends their work, it is 
that Andre was personally with a sense of purpose change the 'New' South 
110::;,'''''''<:; the new possibilities self-transformation within collective transformation, his personal 
within a society habituated social divides 
emphasised the between expectation the limitations oftheir own for 
change, individuals had to continual to 
extent to identity forms a fundamental 
South Although throughout 
psychological or """"'"ny,,, 
voiced his disillusionment with 
not 
but were the 
existed within society. This an individual 
how is this articulated in terms not only 
nrF·"".,.,t themselves the South What, 
now act 
15 A process common at, or following exhibition where the artist/s takes the attendees on a 'tour' of the 
"""'UVJt<. ""~IJ"'UHUL'" its and questions. 
16 The police force had a particularly bad in the Flats as a result of the apartheid years, often 












difficulties and VU~""I.'lo;;" 
tra:tlsic)rmati(m that not only redle!1nes 
accomlmCiOal:mj.?; a 
conscious and deliberate attl~ml)t 
"""""",,,,", South Africa's 
1"\P"I"'P';"" themselves to be? 
ultimately redefines who 
... ","" .. v"" for particular South 
SOCIAL "'~!~.UJ .. mSTORICALLY DISADVANTAGED 
living emllrcmrrlents 
difficulties are common to majority 
black African or coloured townships in the Cape area v ... ",u,..,,,, 
Town, areas Group Areas I townships, such as 
are up to 30 city centre. Generally, conditions in black 
townships are overcrowded, and difficult. Many black African live in shacks in townships or 
settlements, often without electricity or 
,,,,,',,-,'1!'1"" the post-1994 South alleviation of such "VLL'-'''",V.lL'' 
townships, 
access to better H."un""",. 
of soc:} o-,eCOiflOlTIlC 
are exposed. 
w(Jirkl,hclp with a recent gunshot wound in his chest an 
was not taught in vast majority of township eJeme:nt,lry 
disadvantaged the arts scene some as a result 
in the 1970s and 1 as cultural workers creating anti-apartheid banners and .... ,...'ot"","'" 
centres. Other sold artworks initially or 'tourist art' "",,, .. Ir,,,t,, 
became exposed to contemporary fine art. The majority of black African artists 
_ ..... _ . ./ to have studied art at a art Coloureds had access to 'coloured' 
17 The 
did not teach fine some 
to study art, usually within 
coloured to 
exist. 
"",HU1'':' markets and galleries. 
trains and/or minibus 
- transporting work by hand. 
lTU1'n,.,." for transport to the city centre. If they fail to 
open markets, their is exposed to rain, 
on. Therefore more often than not 
to support 
money is 
as artists are 
ctel,enOeIlt upon any 
as a apartheid-
eCI)fl()mic difficulties in producing, developing, 
Areas Act controlled nUJ1n",."hin use and residence ofland in terms of a 












REWORKING THE PAST ARTWORKS 
this society? What am I do I want to 
searching for who you are. denied being 
We were always stratified, is the stage 
of governmental or omlpartnlenltalise:d identities. But 
What are my origins? .. 
ma.erstanamlg who I am, or 
talking of - artist and 
I it has become a very classification. I 
disappointed with what's happened 
~.",u .. ,.v was if you were not white, term black was we because we 
it was all about. Suddenly, one of the things that has happened, now, is people still use 
Indian, coloured. I don't a problem for me. am I? It's like I 
if I can put it that I still have to be born - artist, 
MEMORY AND IDENTITY 
In true story of a man with a 




Memory, therefore, is ne(~essarv 
and writer, Oliver 
"what is his story - his 
we must have 
Antze 
wrote: 
we are our memories. We 
to have been past 
which is a reference list 
and Thompson, 1996. 
remembering 
inmost story?" - for each 
JJV"''''"'''''', if need be 
inner drama, the n"" ... ",ti"", 
to maintain his identity, 
VV,<"U'U of memory is part of an discourse" (1996: memory "enables us to 
remembering one and not another, we tell 1"\111'''''''''''''' 
about ourselves" (ibid: xvi). argue that memory is not a process of recalling 
produced out and, in turn, reshaping as a performative act 
present, "Identity is not composed set of memories but 
the forgetting, and discarding" (xxix), in 
that, emerge from as much as 
emerge their lives" (xviii). '-'V,LA""'""'1"""'''':I 
... memories are never "''''I''''''''('!<: of the past, but are int.prr,.,.ptiup reconstructions 
imprint of local narrative COllVe:DlllOn,s, cultural assumptions, fOIDlations 











Antze and Lambek (1996) 
and reflecting an nh''''''tlI"IIArt 
within psychoanalytic processes, the 
to the subject, objectifies and 
of 
a cognitive £'In,.""",,! Ole(\~/een 
with the Memory is 
and sites, Likewise, SP1'prrIPt!'l 
is and embodied out 
, the 'before' and 
which 
( 1994) argues that, 
of created 
that give back r"'Tlr'~f'I"nl'C our own sensory biographies" (129). 
Given that identity made up of narratives of an H'!£'IHJ1,(11 then changes 
For example, 
in the re-
""""At'V the past 
in narratives of historical or n"'~'cnT'" 
performati ve reconstruction 
will result in shifts in 
memory through ceremony 
new memories to 
shown here, are also points of ~~~'u~.u. or images in-the~ 
construction of national 
(Connerton 1989). 
world through constructed, or · .... c.M'r" ..... "",.... narratives of 
events and praxis Artworks are also, as (l notes, 'embedded' in , . .u",",v •. u 
within artists' - they are not but social. 
In this chapter I 
Town constitute 
Through case ,n""","." 
previously essentialist, 




artworks created by historically 
autobiographical, ancestral 
work, I show how, 
bounded apartheid constructs of 
of non-verbal as as 
in a transforming New South Africa. 
IN THE WESTERN 
end of apartheid in 
in Cape 
of the past. 
artists moved beyond 
examine how making 
in the artists' 
process created public awareness and constructed-ness of 
racist myths, activities of apartheid, thereby ,",v •• " ... "HJlj'5 n .. "",,,,,.,,,,, 'official' apartheid 
government It sought to determine the past through individual 
and voluntary from perpetrators and aim of reconciliation. All 
Africans were "nnT<"!p'" by the TRC as victims of the to some extent. As a process, 
Commission the role of individual agency in some of the damage of the apartheid 
past and truth' of South African history. 
memory 
The presented as a cathartic, "A,cl"n""""'<'It 
in order to 'forget' 
COlrlSequen<:e some argued, the 
its ODleCtill 
to establish as 
process of healing through public 
Truth and Reconciliation 
point, was 











Reconciliation Report J 998, Posel 1999). Despite the national focus on remembering, the implication was 
thus that the emphasis was on forgetting when it came to the present of individual South Africans. 
However, re-defining the self from a past in which identities had been categorised, highly 
segregated, hierarchical, essentialist and bounded, and have become ingrained as part of the daily praxis 
of individual South African's lives over years of apartheid policy and segregation continues to present a 
difficult challenge for South Africans. The Western Cape is a notably heterogeneous region of South 
Africa, as a result of several historical, political and geographical influences. As a result of considerable 
miscegenation over the centuries, and with few official records, the direct knowledge of many 
individuals' personal ancestries is obscure. The Cape population includes descendants of indigenous 
Khoisan and black Southern Africans, later Dutch, French and English settlers, and descendants of slaves, 
the last as a result of the Dutch East India Company slave trade from regions as varied as East India, 
Madagascar, Indonesia, Malaysia, China and East Africa. Later, immigrants from Europe, Asia (including 
Indian indentured labourers), and other African countries further contributed to the Cape's already diverse 
population (Bickford-Smith et aI, 1999, 1998; Ward et ai, 1998). At the time offield work, the population 
of the Western Cape was approximately 54 percent coloured, 24 percent black, and 22 percent white 
(Population Census, South Africa 1996). 
The classification of people under apartheid was based on appearance, 'general acceptance' and 
descent17 • Although a number of people successfully applied for and changed their race classification 
during apartheid, it was not possible to occupy more than one race category at a time. The apartheid 
government also used notorious tests -such as 'skin colour' charts, with gradations in tone and colour, the 
measurement of nose width, and the 'pencil test' to see if a pencil placed in a subject's hair would fall 
out, and thus to indicate how 'curly' their hair was - as physical indicators to determine race classification 
in what the government termed 'borderline' cases. Under such criteria, different members of the same 
family were sometimes assigned to different race categories. 
Separate population groups were subject to the legally enforced and hierarchical segregation of 
residential, social, work and public spaces. All people not categorised white were denied a political vote. 
Mixed-race relationships were illegal 18• Consequently, separate spheres of cultural and social 
development based on race and ethnicity permeated the whole social infrastructure of South Africa during 
apartheid - to the extent that they seemed synonymous and interchangeable with the terms 'culture' and 
'community' (Thornton and Ramphele 1988). As a result, rigid divisions and essentialist perceptions of 
population groups constructed on these racial classifications were maintained and enforced. The National 
Party government thus, under the apartheid 'gaze', arguably created a 'panoptic' (see Foucault, 1998) 
vision of South African society through determining the physical movement of persons, their access to 
17 See Apartheid: The Facts. International Defence and Aid Fund for Southern Africa, 199 J for more detailed 
description of subcategories within major divisions, and political structure in South Africa over time. 
18 Although the Mixed Marriages Act was repealed in 1985 and the Immorality Act substantially amended, other 
legislation remained in force, such as cohabitation permit requirements, which made such relationships difficult 











<"""Iv<IVII and work oooorrumlies under a 
and framework. 
as in the rest 
access to the area and thus race' or 'coloured' 
m Under the Areas Act (I 
areas declared 
m areas in tenns 
di networks. 
histories and 
in South Africa 
Ward and Worden I 
.... r~·h",.,..<>r! to 
South Africa. 
were who the 
in the New South Africa 
in the New 
In Town there prr,pr<tPri some 




areas, based on the .... rp·"I("'~ 
the mixed-race 'coloured' population 
identities as synonymous 
as to be maintained in the 
terms and their 
dialects and accents has 
skin colour and 
The 















official demise of apartheid in 1994. Residential and social segregation has continued in practice, despite 
a small increase in a black middle-class and some residential integration in central Cape Town areas. 
Despite some recent theoretical interest in the development of a creolised identity in South 
Africa, in which South Africa is seen as "a place striking for its imbrication of multiple identities -
identities that mythologies of apartheid, and of resistance to it, tended to silence" (Nuttall and Michael, 
2000: 1), race distinctions derived from apartheid in reality have remained ingrained within South 
Africans' consciousness. Coloureds in particular, who distinguished themselves from a black identity 
because of their shared 'coloured' experiences, now expressed a fear of losing their 'culture,20 in response 
to the construction of a shared national identity in the New South Africa . 
RODERICK SAULS: 'A PERSONAL MEMORY' - CASE STUDY ONE 
I 
Figure 1. Roderick Sauls inside his installation artwork, 'A Personal Memory' (1999-2000). 
Roderick Sauls originally worked for many years as a technician at the University of Cape Town, 
first in the archaeology department and then in the printmaking department. He claimed he was 
influenced by the political emphasis on 'freedom' after 1994 to decide to study fine art as a mature 
student. He started studying at UNISA (University of South Africa) as a correspondence student, and 
completed his degree in the printmaking department at Michaelis School of Fine Art, University of Cape 
Town. 
Roderick described himself as growing up 'working class coloured' with his family in District 
Six until he was around seven years old, when hi s family was forced to move to the Cape Flats area of 
Bonteheuwel shortly before the official declaration of District Six as a 'white area'. Di strict Six, once a 











was in I removed 
area was never and remained a 
Like 
Roderick's 
street thus CP'>rY1p£1 
Roderick embarked on a process 
of 





had resulted in a sense of 
"been 
and construction of 
created 
A was later constructed over 
and 
to refer to for his 
the 
In one room: 
never 
. and it made me realise I grew up in 
you so the room Iy your 
communities 
families. In his 
In 
the outside". He 
to do what 
In some way. 
in District Six a role in the 




for arguments a 
this also manifested itself in the National in the Western 
This visible reminder of the destruction District Six became a 
to the establishment of the District Six Museum in Town. The museum has h",·"",,, 
for the and of information for and about former residents of District 
successful land-claims in the area I Rassool 200 I). Other areas in 
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Roderick's final-year exhibition, on which this case study is based , was an installation artwork, 
'A Personal Memory' ,23 at Michaelis School of Art (December 1999 - January 2000). This was the 
construction of a representation of Roderick 's original District Six family home. My information is 
deri ved from data based on a series of formal and informal interviews in Roderick's studio during the 
construction of the installation from 1999-2000. 
Description of the Artwork 
Figure 2. Interior: 'A Personal Memory' - Roderick Sauls 
Displayed outside the entrance to the installation, the written statement accompanying Roderick's 
exhibition stated: 
The objective of the exhibit produced is to restore my lost identity. My desire is to assert pride in 
my own identity, my African heritage, my culture and memories. 
The constructed doorway of the representation of Roderick 's original home led into an enclosed, 
dimly lit room with panelled wall sections. As one grew accustomed to the dim light, half-hidden three-
dimensional objects and pieces of furniture became visible, embedded within and protruding slightly from 
the pale surfaces of six panels made of wood covered with Crete stone24 which made up the walls of the 
room. The walls surrounded a central floor area approximately four metres square with a ceiling of 
equivalent area above. There was the sound of a radio playi ng faintly in the background which, Roderick 
claimed, represented the previous "background life and noise" of District Six. 
23 The artwork was later te mporarily displayed in a less comp lete form in the foyer of the Little Theatre at the 
Hiddingh Hall campus of the University of Cape Town, before moving to the District Six Museum. A large portion 
of the original artwork is now housed within the permanent display of the newly-designed interior of the museum. 
Several panels from the original were displayed, although not in the artwork's original complete form. See Rassool 
(200 I) for an analysis of Roderick's work on display at the District Six Museum, in relation to co mmemorating the 
memory of that community. 
2~ Crete stone is a form of building material somewhere between the consi stency of cement and plaster, which sets to 











Figure 3. Detail from bathroom cabinet 
Pieces of furniture - a coat stand, kitchen shelves, a bathroom 
cabinet, a wardrobe complete with clothes,a dresser' with ornaments, 
shelves displaying plates and books, a medicine cabinet, a flower 
stand, and a window frame with net curtain - had been cut and incorporated into the Crete stone surfaces 
of the walls to represent functional areas of Roderick's original family room - namely, the hallway, 
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, and sitting room. The objects included personal family belongings used in 
District 6, such as an old shaving brush that had belonged to his father (see Fig. 3); items of clothing, a 
hat, books, school trophies, pots and pans, crockery and drawings created by Roderick's own children 
(see Fig. 4). 
Figure 4. Children's drawing, 'A Personal Memory' 
Roderick claimed that he had del iberately created the 
impression of an archaeological dig, drawing on his previous 
experience as a technician in the archaeology department, to 
create a feeling of "discovery" and "digging back" into a past 
which, to him, seemed obscure, and difficult to access. The 
objects embedded in the rock-like surfaces of the panels appeared as if fossilised and semi-excavated . In 
one area of the wall, Roderick pointed out that the stone surface had been "scratched back" to appear to 
reveal a pair of scissors, which he had protected with a piece of Perspex, "just as they do in an 
archaeological dig" (see Fig. 5). As he himself stated, "The past has its own blurring. I just remember 
bits . . . but that's how I remember it from seven years old ." 
Figure 5. Detail of 'Excavated' Scissors 
Different letters, words and phrases were stencilled with crete 
stone onto the wall surfaces, so that they appeared in relief, interspersed 
between the half-protruding pieces of furniture and objects . Words, 
Roderick claimed, had impacted strongly on all South African's lives. 
They were used as, and formed, an integral part of the beliefs, 
terminology and institution of apartheid, and thus had contributed to the 
"labelling, dispossession and denial of identity under apartheid." Roderick 
claimed that, as part of the District Six community, he had felt associated 
with these words, and thus that they had contributed to his sense of identity in the past. One wall panel , 
for example, contained letters of the alphabet (see Fig. 6). Roderick pointed out that these letters, "make 











examples in the same panel, words such as IDENTITY, MYTHS and the deliberately half-obscured word, 
KAFF ... 2s A further panel contained words used to describe race, such as WHITE, KHOISAN, and 
COLOURED, together with their dictionary definitions. Yet another panel contained words such as 
FILTH, ILLITERACY, IMMORALITY and DISHONESTY, which Roderick claimed were used to label 
District Six as a slum, before declaring the area 'white' in order to justify removing residents. 
Figure 6. 'Letters of Alphabet' and numbers on a wall of 
Roderick's room, embossed onto the surface of a wall 
representing a 'fossilised' curtain and window 
Further wall panels referred to historical events that 
Roderick felt contributed significantly to his "lack of 
identity." These included excerpts from historical 
documents, such as census reports, and versions of 
'official' apartheid histories of South Africa found in 
schoolbooks, such as Jan Van Riebeek's arrival at the 
Cape. One panel, for example, listed place names that 
people in Cape Town had been forcibly removed from, 
such as MOWBRAY, CONSTANTIA, DISTRICT SIX and 
SEA POINT, as well as those on the Cape Flats these 
people had been moved to, such as LAVENDER HILL, 
MANENBERG and BONTEHEUWEL. 
Roderick pointed out that the panels also deliberately contained historical reference to 
marginalised peoples, such as the Khoisan and slaves. Through such representation, he hoped to remove 
the sense of shame and suppression of personal histories "denied" within many, particularly coloured, 
families in the Cape and thus cultivate a sense of pride and acceptance of his own mixed background and 
for others of coloured background. He wished to claim and acknowledge diverse ancestries in South 
Africa by "putting behind him" the stigma of a hybrid historical past: 
Terms like coloured , you know, was very degrading in a sense. But I think in our new country it 
can take another meaning. You shouldn't be ashamed of that, you know. You should actually be 
proud of what you are. You say, but I am who I am, you know .... There's a whole lot of 
coloured people that don ' t want to be associated with the slave past, so they accept their 
European past ... People are still sitting with that and not really identifying what and what they 
are. We need to recognise those labels, but we don't need to cling to them. Then you can move 
forward to be whatever you want to be - you don't need to stick to the past. 
He emphasised a need to communicate individual stories within the collective history of South 
Africa. In his opinion, the story of District Six had been de-personalised, through what he termed 
'general' narratives of the past , which prevented individuals taking personal ownership of their past roles 
and histories : 











You see, there's a common thing, there's a common story about District Six. You've seen some 
plays about Cat and the King and so on, but those are common stories ... There's the personal 
stories ... those common stories are not going to help them heaL ... District Six was a very 
cosmopolitan place, so there was all forms of different races and cultures within, so there cannot 
be one story . ... These so-called, the 'play-whites26 " where did they come from? . .. If we're not 
going to talk, we're going to fight. We can communicate, we can talk about these things. 
Only through acknowledging the constructedness of a coloured identity, Roderick claimed, was it 
possible to "move on" in the New South Africa. 
Extensions 
Figure 7. Clothing and quilted bedspread on 
Ii no-cut floor 
Roderick also stressed that, through 
creating his artwork, he had strengthened 
his connections with, and understanding of, 
his former community. Two panels which 
also made up part of the walls of the room 
were filled with old personal photographs 
(see Fig. 8)of Roderick's extended fami Iy and of other previous residents 
of District Six. These photographs created a sense of intimacy, I inking 
his own identity within the former District Six community. 
Figure 8. Photographs on one of the panels of Roderick's Room 
As well as this, on the floor of the room were four large glass 
panels under which were displayed items of clothing (see Fig. 7) . 
Roderick claimed that these clothes - including overalls, dungarees, an 
evening suit and a dress for dancing - represented the different trades and 
social activities of former District Six residents . The fabric was also 
printed with images and phrases depicting daily life in District Six. In 
order to design the clothes, Roderick had spoken with former District Six residents to research the former 
occupations and activities that had taken place in District Six. 
These clothes are mainly because of the things I remember, like my mother used to go ballroom 
dancing ... All of them have got stories on, like I told you, stories, like 'Bits and Pieces', 
'Checkers' and things, these were all the Coons27. And this was basically the ordinary working 
26 The name given to those people of mixed families who, in local terms, 'went over' and 'played white' through 
passing as white for apartheid classification, which often in these cases Jed to separation from, de nial of or 
disowning coloured relatives. 











class guy and the factory worker. .. you know ... the places where they all worked, Ackermans, 
Newmans28 ... 
He had also employed tailors who were former District Six residents to sew the garments, and 
had drawn upon the help of builders linked to the former District Six community to help build the main 
artwork structure. There was also a tradition, Roderick claimed, of laying new floor tiles in homes in 
District Six for Christmas. The floor tiles of the room were made from I inocut templates Roderick had 
previously used to make prints depicting District Six. There were also 'tiles' that made up the ceiling of 
the room - made from embossed paper 'prints' of District Six, and created from the floor templates. 
A quilted bedspread, printed with more images and text relating to District Six's past, was folded 
and placed on the centre of the floor of the room, with an open Bible (see Fig. 9) displayed in its centre to 
emphasise its central focus within his former home and family's life, as well as the community he had 
been part of. Roderick also described mixed feelings about the Bible, in that he saw it as also 
representative of colonial influence and part of apartheid doctrine. Consequently, he had altered the 
Bible's pages with his own images and words, interpreting it and shaping it on his own terms. 
Figure 9. Roderick's 'altered Bible', on bedspread. 
For Roderick, researching former residents' 
memories and experiences of the past, as well as connecting 
his personal memories with those of others thus fulfilled 
several purposes - an act of commemoration of District Six, a 
means of establishing his personal identity, and re-connecting with, and to some extent re-constituting, 
the community within which he had lived. Roderick's work thus illustrates how narratives of identity bear 
"the imprint of local narrative conventions, cultural assumptions, discursive formation and practices, and 
social contexts of recall and commemoration" (Antze and Lambek 1990: vii). 
Through re-constructing his memory as a material artefact, Roderick thus claimed to shape and 
determine his own identity, on his own terms. Telling his "own story" provided a means for him to 
reclaim those parts of his identity he felt had been erased, displaced, ignored or deliberately suppressed 
during apartheid: 
I'm not even taking other people's cultures. In a way, I'm taking my own culture, and building 
and working on my own culture .... It becomes my own thing ... formed in my own wording, my 
own saying, my own belief. .. I can work in this domain and not be shy or scared to say 
something, or say my father was a factory worker, or my mother was a domestic worker or 
whatever. It makes me proud in a sense that where I am today is where I look back ... Once you 
accept it, you can heal. The first thing is, you have to accept it. 
Although merging collective South African narratives of history and personal memory, Roderick 
stressed that it was his story, his culture, and his process of healing that he was engaging with. Roderick's 
personal sense of ownership and choice in telling his 'story' of the past is evident in his statement: 
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fragi lity, uncertainty, tension, expectation - contrasted with direct, though abstract, references to heali ng, 
freedom and the need for communication in South Africa's present. 
Figure 10. Still from 'Road Zero' video- Randy 
Hartzenberg 1999 
The above themes, for example, were 
evident in Randy's installation 'Road Zero: 
Salt Theatre, No Strings - installation with 
video and three sculptural elements' ('Staking 
Claims' Exhibition, The Granary, Cape Town, 
22 September - 6 October 199933). The video 
component of this installation ran 
continuously and depicted a seemingly absurd, long and meandering journey by Randy on a bus around 
the barren uninhabited spaces that used to be District Six (see Fig. 10). The bus stopped repeatedly, at 
different parts of the area where streets and houses had once been, and where Randy dismounted from the 
bus with an empty cello case, knocked at an invisible door, then climbed back on the bus and continued 
his journey. For Randy, the video referred to forced removals and their resultant psychological pain. He 
described this as: 
The sense of threat, the sense of an endangered living space is perhaps what it [the artwork] is 
about, and in the video accompanying the installation elements, it's about the absence, the loss of 
a lived experience. Or, rather, it's an absence of life. Like, say if you take District Six, I'm 
knocking on a door. There' s no answer to the door, and there is nobody there. That area has 
disappeared - it has been wiped off the map. The people are not there. It's about that kind of loss, 
that kind of emptiness. 
He described the empty cello case as representing music not being played, and human activity not 
occurring, as he stopped at each , now non-existent, doorway of the deserted landscape. Randy also linked 
the reference to music in his work to his past experience of segregated spaces and a racial ised identity : 
We can't in this country avoid those issues around spaces, because every space here is tainted in 
some way by an ideology that controlled the spaces .... I, for example, couldn't go in to the City 
Hall in Cape Town to listen to a Symphony concert. .. I was told you cannot listen to a Symphony 
concert because you are not the right colour. So, when I go there now, I go there still thinking 
about that time. 
A further component of the installation consisted of a number of music stands in orchestral 
formation, as if, as he described it, "about to be played from." But instead of music sheets, the stands held 
steel sheets and the conductor's stand, a pane of broken glass. He explained, "In the case of the music 
stands ... we also have broken glass - and for me, broken glass is a reference to shattering ... . For me, it's 
like the human psyche - it can be easily shattered." References to sound, often in the form of music, also 
referred to emotional and sensory bodily needs, and stressed the need to communicate emotion and 











Many of the spaces in his artworks were notably suggestive of, yet absent from, human 
occupation, or were not functional. Objects of daily life in Randy's artworks - such as domestic spaces, 
and taps, physical work, doors, windows, openings and barriers referenced the segmented 
interrelationship between the body, emotion and the spaces under apartheid, and what Randy perceived as 
its physical and emotional impact on post-apartheid identities. A sculptural component of the installation 
'Road Zero' consisted of a convoluted arrangement of pipes, taps, medicine bottles and bandages (See 
Fig. 11) which, for Randy, referenced the opening and closing of links, connections and communication 
between spaces, and the accessing of nurturing, nourishment and healing. 
Figure 11. Sculpture, part of 'Road Zero', 
showing bandaged taps 
Much of Randy's work appeared 
incongruous, even absurd, incorporating 
meaningless blockades and piles of salt bags, 
and repetitive actions in performances. 
'Pointless' and repetitive actions and work, 
within performances, suggested, for him, the 
futile work involved in the previous 
maintenance of apartheid structures. Similar themes were also part of a performance piece by Randy at 
the Granary, Cape Town, on Heritage Day September 24th, 2000 (part of the 'One City Many Cultures' 
Festival). The performance involved the seemingly ritualistic mimicking of the ingestion and egestion of 
bread, water and sale4 repetitively, referencing what he described as essential physical bodily needs, and 
the opening and closing of tubes and taps referring to the need of the human body to connect and 
communicate beyond itself. Physical barriers, he claimed, were suggestive of the body being denied 
access to spaces under apartheid. Pipes, tubes, doorways, suggested access points of entry and leaving and 
yet, often, these were closed, symbolising blockage and barriers, and were sometimes patched with 
bandages. The basic components of life - bread, water and salt - were used again and again in his 
artworks, to suggest sustenance and nurturing of the body. The performance was also suggestive of the 
ritualistic cleansing of the body, and arguably, the 'cleansing' of the apartheid past. A further performance 
artwork, Salt Between the Walls (Outshoom 1999), for example, involved the seemingly meaningless 
loading and unloading of bags of salt to create 'walls', linking the artwork with forced removals: 
In Outshoom I worked with bags of salt.. .. [it] was a work that was largely about housing in 
South Africa and, for me, the sort of pain that goes with not having a house, or the load that 
people have borne in relation to being moved - not having a house. South Africa as a house of 
pain, and the offloading of that pain. I mean, those bags weigh, like 50kg each and there's always 
a loading and an offloading that takes place round the bags. 











Healing the Past 
Scarry (1985), in her theoretical exploration of the link between the body, pain and torture, argues 
that within torture, the boundary between the body and the external world, normally divided by a person's 
skin, is destroyed and broken down through its physical and psychological invasion, so that the torture 
chamber becomes synonymous with the victim's inner self. Following Scarry, one can certainly argue 
that apartheid had a psychologically and physically comparable invasive effect on the individual's self-
identity. An autonomous individual sense of self was, as in Scarry's torture chamber, 'broken down' from 
the' outside' . 
Scarry (ibid.) contends that a made object is both a site of projection and of reciprocation , in that 
"the act of human creating includes both the creating of the object, and the object's recreating of the 
human being" (ibid: 310). She argues that artworks may be seen as a way of remaking the world, "the 
making of what is originally interior and pri vate into something exterior and shareable, and, conversely, 
the reabsorption of what is now exterior and sharable into the intimate recesses of individual 
consciousness" (284) that, through externalising and expressing in non-verbal form the unspeakable pain 
of the inner sel f, alleviate the pain to some extent. 
Scarry's arguments are equally applicable to Randy's work. Like Roderick Sauls, Randy felt that 
his art was a process of personal healing, with the possibility of reaching out to others through his work. 
Although Randy did not appear to be directly constructing a 'narrative' of identity, his work contrasted 
referents to past denied bodily experiences - emotional expression, the aesthetic senses, bodily movement 
and access to space - with referents to what Randy called 'humanity' and ' healing' as an attempt to re-
constitute of the 'whole' self. Through remembering and exploring what he felt had been taken from 
individuals, and through references to healing, reconstruction and communication, he hoped to enable 
individuals to pay attention and become 'whole ' again, to recreate a sense of community and what he 
called 'humanity.' 
Figure 12. Monograph 'Untitled' by Randy Hartzenberg 
Randy also considered human communication - hearing 
and listening - necessary for South Africans to recover from the 
past. He claimed that nourishment and healing of the body and 
'human psyche ' required reworking the emotive, communicative 
domains of self if one were to be 'whole'. For example, he 
interpreted his monograph print, "Untitled" (see Fig. 12), 
showing an image of an ear, a man forging a heart, and a cup, as 
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to emotive, experiential, spatial, bounded and practised aspects of the 'identity' he had lived that would 
have been difficult to narrate verbally. 
Clearly, Randy's associations with the past were complex and multi-layered. He linked together 
many aspects of an identity oppressed under apartheid as well as the impact of apartheid in creating what 
he described as an incomplete, damaged 'self' - restricted and restrained in its self-expressive, 
communicative, and motile capabilities. His incorporation of the past into the context of the present also 
tied in with Roderick Saul's emphasis that his artwork was created to restore his 'lost identity', in that 
identity requires an audience or witness for its existence, and also indicates how a sense of wholeness is 
tied to agency and self-empowerment in South Africa. 
GARTH ERASMUS: CASE STUDY THREE 
Figure 13. Garth at Thupelo Workshop Exhibition, 1999 
An example of how history and ancestry are 
intertwined in the shaping of narratives of self-identity is 
illustrated in the work of Garth Erasmus. 
Garth, a visual artist and musician originally from 
the Eastern Cape, had lived in Cape Town for many years by 
the time of this research (1998-9). His artwork encompassed 
abstract and figurative drawing, painting, and performances . 
Several events in Garth's life after 1994 had led to a new 
focus in his work on Khoisan identity and culture. 
One such event was his father's revelation, shortly 
before he died in 1996 of what Garth described as "hidden" 
family ancestries. His father re-introduced Garth to members 
of his extended family he had not seen for many years as a 
result of forced removals, as well as to family members he had not met or could not remember. Being 
informed of what were obviously very mixed roots in his family by his father, and hearing of histories, 
including Khoisan roots and individuals who had not previously been revealed, had an enormous impact 
on Garth's perception of his own identity. He described this impact: 
One of the things that I was learning about is that, in my roots, I have got obviously Dutch 
European. From my mother's side, there's local Hottentot [Khoisan] clans; and from my father's 
side there's the Dutch colonial; and then there's the slave, the Malaysian slaves from his mother's 
side ... And part of that was discovering long lost aunts and family , and photographs that date 
back to, like, you know, 1910,1905, 1922. You don ' t see, like, these things, which I've never 
seen before. It was never exposed. It was like, really, a refreshing thing to have happened you 
know, it ' s like, it's almost like being born again .... I think a big problem in South Africa is that 
we haven ' t presented history properly yet - I mean we always spoke about this over all the years 
of, like, political activity , you know, that the history is skewed, twisted ... there still isn't that 
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As a result of viewing the exhibition of Khoisan body casts, photographs and texts, Garth felt a 
strong need to respond to the treatment of the Khoisan from his own perspective, in what he described as 
a different, more personal and positive way: 
When I went the first time I was really pissed off. .. I went already angry, because I could already 
pick out that they were going to be on display as Khoi people, objects .... 
And then later on I began to check - I feel like I should do something. I was beginning to question 
how I was just feeling negative, you know, that personal thing. I was just, like, reviewing my life, 
and was sick and tired of just having negative feelings towards this, that and the other, you know, 
coming out of all those years of being against. ... I was checking out, I should be able to do 
something concrete with these negative images. 
The entire experience had a significant impact on Garth's own thinking and perception of self-
identity. Garth linked his own experience under apartheid, verbally as well as visually, to the historical 
treatment of the Khoisan, and began to create artworks 
incorporating what he termed "images, symbols and 
artefacts" from Khoisan culture . Visual references to the 
• oppressive treatment of the Khoisan, for example, were 
evident in his paintings. For example, the painting 'Rest 
lost - post-morte ... [m]' (1999) (see Fig. 14) was a direct 
response to the body parts he saw in MisCast, referring to 
, the label, 'Rest lost. Post mortem' on one of the exhibits. 
Figure 14. Rest lost. Post Mortem, Garth Erasmus, 1998 
Through creating artworks, he intended to 
reclaim, on his own terms, an aspect of his self- identity 
that he felt had been denied him, revealing not only his 
own Khoisan ancestry, but also what he referred to as a "shared history of dispossession," of land, 
histories, and family ties. Garth emphasised that he was not concerned with representing collective 
histories, the stories "told by 'others' ," but with personal ising them. This personalisation and 
identification with Khoisan history is evident from his description of his representation of Sara Baartman 
in one of his artworks, a Khoisan woman who had been exhibited abroad in the nineteenth century and 
died in FranceJ8: 
I think in a way that whole story of Sara touches on, is symbolic of all of us, and how we fit into 
the history of this country, and she is basically a symbol of all that has happened - being used, 
classified, whatever, cut up, being dispersed, displaced. 
38 At the time, there were political efforts to repatriate her remains Lo South Africa from France. Eventually, these 











Figure 15. 'Riemvasmaak', 1998, Garth Erasmus 
In another painting Garth pointed out the word Riemvasmaak 
(meaning to 'tie' or 'fasten', in Afrikaans) (see Fig. 15) painted on the its 
surface, as the name of what he claimed to be a "Khoisan ancestry area" 
in the Northern Cape, from which people had been forcibly removed in 
the past. He explained that he had represented the place name as a means 
of commemoration, "to make it heroic, because hardly anyone knows about it - one of those little bits of 
history that gets completely lost." Garth claimed to re-interpret South African history by memorial ising 
places like Riemvasmaak in artworks. He thus created new historical referents for collecti ve memory, to 
recreate history in the present. 
Figure 16. Garth's studio at Greatmore Studios, 1999, with work in progress, using gourds, and home-made 
instruments made of natural materials. 
Khoisan images and visual references, sometimes more abstracted and symbolic, became the 
overriding focus in his later paintings. Garth also constructed self-made Khoisan instruments from wood, 
gourds, and other 'natural' materials (see Figs. 16 and 17). These Khoisan instruments were also often 
incorporated into his paintings. For example, he incorporated a musical instrument he described as a 
Khoisan bow, which he had made himself, in a two-dimensional assemblage (1998, untitled). He also 
often combined his paintings with improvised musical performances, using his self-made Khoisan 
instruments, and other instruments sLlch as his saxophone, claiming that music was in itself a form of 











Figure 17. Small painting of Garth's, using natural materials, 
such as gourds and wood, 1999 
Over time, Garth became more and more involved 
with his performance work, including visual media, music 
and oral poetry and often in collaboration with other artists. 
By September 2000 he had become part of a small 
performance group called Khoi Connection,39 with a strong 
focus on Khoisan cultural influences. 
Garth thus corporeally and materially reconstituted a 
'dispossessed' Khoisan society through his art work, 
affirming both his own previously hidden Khoisan ancestry, and identifying with Khoisan oppression 
through his personal experience of racial oppression and land loss to create a 'whole' self. Such processes 
demonstrate how memory referents to personal ancestry and autobiographical experience are incorporated 
into collective historical frameworks, and referents to collective history are incorporated to change 
personal narratives of self-identity. 
BERNI SEARLE: CASE STUDY 4 
Figure 18. Works from 'Colour Me' Series, Berni Searle, shown at South African National Gallery, 1999 
A female artist of coloured background, Berni Searle, like Garth Erasmus, also claimed that 
themes in her work had shifted over the past few years from working politically within 'resistance' 
themes to a more personal investigation of identity: 
19 The group performed at The Granary, Cape Town, as part of the One City Many Cultures festival on Heritage Day 












r think this whole thing of heritage is, for myself anyway, a relatively recent development. For a 
long time, the main thing was we were oppressed. And we have some space now to look at these 
things, where we are coming from. For myself, as well, I can start now. 
Berni has had increasing success and international exposure as an artist since she was interviewed 
(1998-1999). She is now an internationally acclaimed artist. She explained that the original inspiration for 
the new direction in her art works were dioramas depicting the indigenous Khoisan inhabitants of South 
Africa. These life-size dioramas were constructed from body casts taken from living Khoisan people. The 
diorama was on permanent display at the South African Natural History Museum, an institution depicting 
the flora, fauna, geology and mineralogy of South Africa. Part of a major controversy that emerged after 
democratisation, the dioramas are no longer on public display at the museum. 
For Berni, such representations of the Khoisan were indicative of what she described as "the 
colonial gaze" which had dominated non-white South Africans in the past and played a primary role in 
determining identity through skin-colour and appearance during apartheid. Like Garth Erasmus, Berni 
claimed that she had, felt motivated to respond to the 'MisCast' exhibition mentioned above. 
Bernie's artworks drew on collective, ancestral and autobiographical histories, using her own 
body as subject matter, to explore concepts of the racialised body and to rework its representation. One 
example of work produced with these aims was the 'Colour Me Series' (1999) (see Fig. 18). In this work, 
she displayed photographs of her own face and body entirely covered in differently coloured spices. The 
use of differently coloured spices on her body visually 'changed' the appearance of her skin colour in 
each photograph, to orange (turmeric), green (split green peas), black (cloves) or white (flour) amongst 
others, and was intended as a deliberate play on skin colour. 
Moreover, Berni's work incorporated reference to a history of dispersal and hybridity via her 
possible, though not proven, slave ancestry. She described the use of spices as indirectly referring to the 
Dutch 'Spice Route', the shipping route used under colonialism for the trade of spices and for the 
shipment of slaves to South Africa by the Dutch East India Company, as well as to the use of spices in 
cooking by her great grandfather, a chef, suggesting a possible family slave ancestry. Spices thus imbued 
Berni's body with history, both playing on the visual suggestion that perceptions of colour are only 'skin 
deep', and her possible ancestral links with spices. This was indicated in the written statement 
accompanying the Colour Me series: 
Using spices to express ideas about my identity also stems in part from my heritage, my maternal 
great-grandfathers having come from Mauritius and Saudi Arabia, each of them marrying Cape 
Malay women. Very little connects me to this heritage in terms of a lived tradition, one of the 











Figure 19. 'Re-Presentation', Berni Searle, 'Dis Nag' Slavery Exhibition, 1998 
Another artwork, entitled 'Re-presentation' (,Dis Nag - The Cape's Hidden History of Slavery' 
exhibition, Cultural History Museum, 199840) (see Fig. 19), consisted of a life-size photograph of her 
body covered in ground cloves, displayed like a museum artefact in a museum case. Referring to the 
similarity of labelling her own body as 'other' in the past, and the historical public display of the Khoisan 
as 'other', oppressed and submissive to the apartheid and colonial gaze, she explained that she 
deliberately and provocatively turned her gaze in the photographs of herself on her audience, to represent 
the previously labelled individual 'looking back'. Through visually playing on the objectification of her 
body, on her own terms, Berni thus hoped to challenge preconceptions around perceptions of race. 
On a personal level, Berni reworked her previous subjective experience of categorisation and 
racial stereotyping under apartheid - a bounded, stereotyped, skin-deep, imposed of ' identity' - and 
reclaimed the same referents for the representation of her own body, and thus identity, on her own terms . 
Her intention, she claimed, was not to represent herself as 'Khoisan', of which she had no direct proof, 
but to explore and challenge the past categorisation and typecasting of bodies in relation to self-identity. 
She thus deliberately played on the representation and 'reading' of her own body, claiming to subvert past 
associations and racialised readings. In the process, she asserted and acknowledged what she described as 
her own mixed heritage and possible ' hidden' ancestry through her work. 











MUSTAFA MALUKA: CASE STUDY 5 
Figure 20. 'They Stole the Land' - 1999, Mustafa 
Maluka 
Yet another example of remaking identity 
involved the young artist, Mustafa (formerly Dennis) 
Maluka, who I previously worked with in the Cape 
Flats Arts Group in Athlone, as previously described 
above41 • Mustafa grew up in Bishop Lavis On the 
Cape Flats as coloured. He converted from Christianity to Islam in 1997, changing his first name from 
Dennis to Mustafa. 
Figure 21. Painting by Mustafa, showing a representation of the 
plans for arranging slaves below deck during transportation 
overseas, 1999 
Figure 22. Painting satirically 
depicting a 'kaffir ball' - confectionery 
Mustafa had grown up with as a 
child,1999 
Mustafa Maluka's work was 
concerned with what he described as 
"the denial of a black African 
identity within the coloured 
population." From 1996, after 
•• • 
undertaking his own research into the history of slavery in the Western Cape42 at the Cape Town City 
Reference Library, Mustafa became more and more interested in representing the possibility of black 
roots in the coloured population . He claimed to have discovered that approximately one third of the slaves 
were of black African ancestry and was concerned about with what he felt was considerable ignorance 
and denial of black ancestries in the coloured community that acknowledged East Asian but not African 
slave roots. 
The reason why I'm focused mostly on African slavery is because that's the slavery which gets 
focused on the least. .. people tend to romanticise the whole South East Asian slave trade thing 
you know, but they don't say anything about the African slaves that were brought here. Nobody 
can be purely Indonesian or whatever. ... I think people who claim that are lying to themselves -
they don't like themselves as Africans . People who use terms Jike coloured are ignorant. I'm 
referring mostly to people with my own kind of history - who ' ve had that self-hate thing all their 
lives ... straightening their hair and so on. 
41 See Methodology, Chapter Two. 











Although previously classified coloured, Maluka claimed that his surname indicated direct 
descent from "black African roots" on his father's side. He focused on what he described as his 
experience of being a "black South African man", having made a conscious choice to emphasise a 'black' 
rather than coloured identity. This emphasis was also a political statement in support of the Black 
Consciousness movement, an association that had evolved with through his interest in reference to the 
black diaspora within hip-hop music. He claimed that emphasising his black slave roots was a means of 
establishing both pride and a black identity for himself and other coloured people, and noted that, "If one 
is mixed, then black genes dominate." 
Mustafa's solo exhibition at the Association of Visual Arts (AVA) Gallery, Cape Town in 1998, 
titled The Unstoppable Rap-ist' focused on themes of slavery and black identity, incorporating words 
such as 'black', and 'slave', images such as slave ships (see Fig. 21), afro combs and what he termed 
"stereotyped" black African facial features (see Fig. 23), the latter influenced by gangster graffiti from the 
walls of the Cape Flats, and hip-hop imagery. Like the other artists discussed here, he also drew visual 
connections between apartheid oppression and slavery in his paintings. 
Figure 23. 'Blackman on your Own', Mustafa Maluka, 1999 
Mustafa positioned himself as 'black' in the international art 
world, particularly in relation to global debates about black diaspora 
slave identity. However, he did not explore direct links between 
himself and South Africans classified black African under apartheid, 
but kept his argument pertinent to the coloured population. His focus 
remained on emphasizing physical appearance, skin colour and 
African slave histories in the Western Cape coloured population. This 
suggests that his self-identification was with an international black 
diasporic discourse of identity rather than with local South African debates. Being black allowed him to 
be elsewhere than within the bounded perceptions of the coloured identity he grew up with under 
apartheid, and through art-making he reshaped his own identity. 
Ambitious, and determined to "make something" of himself despite his "oppressed background", 
Mustafa eventually distanced himself geographically from his coloured background, while nevertheless 
continuing to refer to it. Since 1997, Mustafa has gained increasing local recognition and obtained a 












XOLILE MTAKA TY A : CASE STUDY 6 
Figure 24. Xolile Mtakatya, pastel drawing of Sara Baartman and African traditional objects, 1999 
The examples to this point have dealt only with work by coloured artists. Exploring alternative 
identities has not typically been considered to be a major concern of persons seen as 'black African', due 
to the generally held perception that black African identities are less hybrid. I interviewed Xolile 
Mtakatya, a black Xhosa-speaking artist living in Khayelitsha, a black township on the Cape Flats, 
specifically about his pastel drawing depicting an image of Sara Baartman (See Fig. 24), at the 
Association of Visual Arts (A V A) Gallery space in Cape Town in 199943 . 
Xolile related that he had read the story of Sara Baartman in a magazine and was intrigued by her 
story, particularly regarding "what people were interested in ... the shape of her body, and also what 
exploitation they do to the Khoi people." In his artwork, Xolile portrayed his interpretation of that history. 
He combined Sara Baartman's image, which he claimed to have copied from the same magazine, with 
symbols that, he claimed, represented 'traditional' Africa and referred to associations with the sexual 
exploitation of Sara Baartman's body - a "Zulu tribal fetish" and an image of a rhino - "they do 
aphrodisiac from the rhino horn." He described the three men in the artwork as representing colonialists 
"gambling over who would own her." 
Xolile claimed that he had a personal interest in Sara Baartman because his great grand father 
was Khoi, a history that he was personally exploring in relation to his self-identity: 
I'm the third generation from my clan of the Khoi ... My great grandfather was Khoi ... You see, 
I'm on the way to track the story because I grow up [with] my stepfather and they have a different 
clan name ... The grandfathers, they mixed before with the Khoi and that particular clan which 
belonged to Xhosa then .... Mix of Khoi and Xhosa. 
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we also 
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1972:9) in which the "art 
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commodities from their embedded-ness within social (ibid.). Power relations are within 
pel:celDtl()DS of aesthetic and often insert the artist into racialised positions and categories which 
reflect back onto the artist's self-perceptions. For example, Root shows how the Afro-American artist 
Michel was constructed under the of the art world as a '"~''b'''-''' 
"""'U"U"''', na'ive artist 'from the ghetto', a construction which he played into, despite 
from an upper middle-class background with an art-school education Such situations can be 
VV""""HJ'''' when art works which cross of racialised identities or first/third world 
contexts. 
This examines the tensions, limitations and COlltflidl'CW)nS created between Cape Town's 
Sa(lVa,nt,igf:d artists' changing perceptions of and their self-identification in 
relation to ""U,U~"E> value criteria and art categories externally determined by art theorists, ,markets and 
institutions in South Africa. Furthermore, I explore how the and categorisation of artworks 
feeds back into artists' self-identities. I also examine the extent to which disadvantaged artists 
were able to W;;;:~VI,"l.l<;;. appropriate or contest existing art categories, values and markets and how artists' 
social contexts Pf()dtlctl,on impact upon market artistic recognition and artists' 
of self- .l1p'nt"rv 
South Africa. 
I consider the nu,,,u,.« .. for theoretical approaches to art study in 
LABELS AND CATEGORIES IN ART DURING APARTHEID 
~ __ ' __ "_"'I and Art 
'""VU"'"''',H''' categorising and placing objects in museums OOlec:tlIles the under the colonial 
as a form of self-reflection of values and ideas in the terms of those who collect, thus errlDo,we:n 
those who collect to define themselves (Preziosi 1996). It is that the categorisation of 
artworks in South Africa was created in relation to the hegemonic power's own needs for self-
definition. 
It is difficult to divorce art production in South Africa from the effects of the racist policies of 
in the For example, historically in South there is a clear division in how black and 
white artists have been written and spoken about. art categories were seemingly constructed in 
relation to the of work artists produced, described within terms such as style, genre, aesthetics and 
the cat.eQc)m~s themselves were often derived from pel"Celr>ti()lls of different 'communities' and 
,",U''''''I''''',' understood as interchangeable with race ""I''"')t;'JH'_'' (Thornton and 
As a consequence, art categories and value criteria have often ,nl",,, ... ,,,.,,.,t,,·<1 ''''''I.HI'''' 
racist Implicit undertones of racism are for "' ...... UHt'" .. , in the following Py{'pnr'lf taken 











What then emerges from a South African Black art over the past 
One is struck in the first the Black artists' with man, that he relates 
almost in terms of the human being ... The Black artist has an innate urge to 
react to human situations; his motivations are invariably directed at the human and he is a 
humanist at heart (De Jager, 1992: 206: emphasis added). 
In this PV('PM~t the writer claims that black artists possess ly-del:ennlIled 'innate' 
'urges' to work with emotive and humanistic themes. Such a ae!;Cnlptl.on IS "'n." .... "n.r"" reminiscent of 
colonial aptlrOaClles to the black 'native', pre:seJltlrlg their work within a non-intellectualised 
rather than "V"""~""IH"" a intellectual "".IV"""'"' 
political mtluemces, in decisions these artists might make in 
or the impact of specIfIc socio-
artworks. 
Many historically disadvantaged artists encountered during fieldwork expressed resentment 
1<1\,.'''''1 v circumscribed art 1v<""J<,IJU'"'' that had been Im'po!;ed upon them, and resist having been 
denied ._v,~,.., ...... ~ .. of their full potential for artistic diversity and individual artistic eX1Dn::~Sllon 
Almost all historically disadvantaged artists contested the 'labelling' ofthemselves and their 
work in the past. 
institutions and 
claimed to have been racially typecast by white academics and art 
and to have been silenced from t:xl~re:S~IIlg their own OeJrsoectlVe:S and 
""Xl1nn'Tlt" about their artwork and artistic identities. A common concern was not only that had been 
viewed as stylistically and IvVlllv\Ol./lUI"'l1 homogeneous 'black rtists' , capable only of producing 
figurative, conceptually simplistic artworks, depicting aspects oftownship life under apartheid, but that 
many markets and the media continued to and ' .... r,"'"'rpt their work within 
racialised v"'JU~'U" of lr1pnn,CV 
Many artists expressed their resentment strongly. For example, 
I hate because labels are always by people outside of that situation. No township 
UIV UJ<,J.U of themselves as a 'township' some may not think as 
a black artist. You are just an or you to be an artist who happens to live in 
what is referred to as a It's supposed to signify a of work, 1'\"'''''''''.'' 
whereas so many black artists in a township have been producing all kinds of 
from straightforward figurative to abstract. I to just see myself as an artist. ('H', 
male coloured artist, late thirties, 1998). 
I will resist any attempt to we should move away 
from that. We should move into a where we to see as ... A 
'-A.>lUIlL'" of 'x' race, a typical example of 'y' race. What does white tell you about a person? What 
does black tell you about a It's actually what we know about each other 
Male coloured artist, early 1998). 
I'm a South African artist. I can't say I'm a black artist. Black is black. There's all 
colours. IfI cut myself and cut someone else, the same blood will come out. There's no 
difference (E, female coloured artist, 1998). 
All artists a desire to move beyond such classifications, to 'speak for themselves' and 











One such contested cate12:<Dry is that of 'township' art. to (1989), 
art "" ... ,,,,,.,Y"'£1 on the art scene in the 1950s and I as a category r,.p",t",.ri by art 
to describe paintilt112:S and artists. 
township art as a hplc"u'p" an in form and painting. 
The best a a specifically 
content township landscape and 
mostly concerned with 
within it. It was 
~[',t5UU'[', and having a mood and that 
depicted 
identity and 
anger, bitterness and with the "necessity of 
'resisting' dehumanisation" (Verstraete 
a statement, finding 
of coloured 
been part of Arts Group in the 1970s claimed that it been hard to break 
away category 'township and be by art simply as a contemporary 
artist, '-'''''''1-'"'''' the fact had studied art at university 
White the art down, because it was 'township' art. 
art was a lack the as 
art. White artists were always 'up there', white artists were treated on a certain kind of 
It was very much dark ages, the point to 
treated as a serious as opposed to an 'African tourist consumption and overseas 
'quaint' consumption.... of the we had at that time was to be treated in a 
professional way by the and exhibit. . .. being accepted 
was a problem (H, 
Often widely-held pel'celDtl()llS of black and homogenous urges to nr£vl",,..,,, emotionaHy-
figurative work have since been contested other as the direct result 
hp,ypn~{)l'1'\1 and in the South African art world of the past. Koloane and Powell (1995: 261), 
of art as hll' ..... ""n' and is an for example, argue that the ",p<",p1'\" 
whites rooted in European es~aOll1S]m and which plays into notions of a "spontaneous Africaness.". 
claim a black was referred to as primitive, meant he was 
(ibid. 262). PoweH "black art in South Africa has 
to rules made up by whites" whites were "masters mistresses" 
whole "n~."h ... , of art (33). Koloane (1997) also notes that, "Black artists are not expected to 
venture beyond a 1'",rt<llln in their 
they lose their or roots." (34). 
innate ""'..,'n"'· .... '" to work in a particular 
primary reason being the 
white 
or genre, or within a __ '_,",'~' 
from some 
to have any 
could 
styles, even those seen as 'black' without criticism of losing identity 
45. Kasfir (1 claims that the perception the black having limited 
45 Enwezor's the Black 
that 
in Contemporary South African (1997) in which he criticised what he saw as 










capability for creative diversity has been derived from Western colonial perceptions of Africa being 
rooted in a timeless, traditional and homogeneous past. On the other hand, as the result of separate and 
white-controlled art education and resources, black artists were kept out of the provincial art scene in the 
past by dealers and gallery owners (Nicodermus and Romare 1997). 
'Freedom' and Abstraction 
Another example of the extent to which external criticism and categorisation can, in retrospect, be 
seen to limit perceptions of what black artists could and could not do was the reaction of outrage by 
academics and art critics in the South African art world in the 1980s to the Thupelo Artists' workshops46. 
These workshops, held in Johannesburg and Cape Town, drew together white, black and coloured, local 
and international, artists from diverse backgrounds. A cross-learning approach of artistic exchange and 
experimentation in which participating artists were encouraged to learn new painting and sculptural 
techniques from each other was encouraged, rather than an emphasis on 'finished' commercial products. 
The focus on creative exploration resulted in artists producing primarily abstract works. 
When the workshops began in the 1980s and early 1990s, they were subject to considerable 
criticism and controversy. Criticism was directed particularly from academics and art critics, who argued 
that what they termed "American Imperialism" had been imposed on artists, in the form of abstract 
expressionist modernist ideas, and that these artists should instead make exclusively 'committed' art 
(Rankin 1994). 
However, participant artists within Thupelo and more recent theorists disagree with these 
accusations. Such critics, they argue, incorrectly assumed that the participant artists were compliant and 
passive within a white top-down approach to teaching abstract expressionism. What appeared to have 
been overlooked by many critics in the 1980s and early 1990s was the agency of historically 
disadvantaged artists to decide for themselves in selecting from a repertoire of choices and possibilities 
for their work. Artists I spoke to who had participated in Thupelo during the apartheid years argued that 
the workshops provided one of the few opportunities to 'free up' and explore alternatives to the limited 
arts education opportunities available at the time. Abstraction, they felt, provided a means to move away 
not only from restrictive art forms, but also from the association of their artwork with a particular racial 
identity. Participant artists claimed they had determined for themselves what they would take or leave 
from the workshops to use in later artworks of their own. They saw the workshops as an opportunity to 
experiment with new styles, and to expand their repertoire of techniques. These views are supported in 
the following statement of a male artist, 'S' classified coloured, and a former political activist, who had 
participated in ThupeJo Workshops in the 1980s: 
Atkinson and Breitz (eds) 'Grey Areas' (1999). Also see Hobbs and Rankin 1997; Enwezor 1999, 1997; Koloane 
1999, 1995; Powell 1997; Rankin 1995, 1994, 1989; Rosen 1993; and Sack 1988 for further debates on the 
stereotyping of work by black artists in the South African past. 











exposing years as township artists, 
theses on When black artists suddenly moved away into expressionism, it was 
seen as a this new form , What they didn't was that 
people maintained their own We learnt a 
hell of a lot. They could break away from this figurative thoughts, 
incorporating two schools together. It their at 
more conceptual issues 
However, by 1990s, some art offered more interpretations Thupelo. 
Koloane (1990), an artist co-founder of wrote that, 
express In a 
artists should not 
"" .. """'" is that ThupeJo 
fallen victim to an American black artists,., 
The irony is that such presumptuous 
Surprisingly, when same academics American Universities, as 
no negative is made. They seem to a view that the naIve 
sornetimt~s crude ethnicity black artists has to is 
not by them as a and varied moving un,,,,,,,.,,,, 
Thupelo's on the contrary is to create opportunities genuine 
artists. Before can make any music you first have to make noise - and that 
any kind. 
In '1""","""",,..' Thupelo has thus been understood theorists as the resistance to 
apartheid. Thupelo was ",."t,,.l1-.,.,, by (1995: 260) as a "non-referential which 
Isuallsatlon which was not conditioned by to describe 
made apartheid (260). Rankin (1990,1994) has 
a space 
and which therefore 
that Thupelo nrr"'1rlPn contacts and international exposure, and 
ATTArp,n a freedom they had seldom 
and new , " it was liberating to have had the to 
from which to for their art - an 
granted in art of 
and the 
(1994: 41). 
of their potential artistic range that was important to the 
The Consciousness Movement 
To further ".Al.1J1U""'a., ..... issues identity in the art world, the Black ~Vl"''''l movement 
was in existence from 1960s onwards in South Africa. Black African and coloured visual art 
and ... "' • ..fA .......... " 
world and 
intellectuals were 
groups had ...,"'" ............ " .... 
encouraged by 
influence ,nr' .. ",,'" and its nn,nrt,p,.c became 
a unified art 
47 The movement was at first 
of their rule' policies, 










example, that existed on the Cape Flats from the 1970s into the 1980s was 'Vakalisa', focused on being a 
black self-empowerment group. It included visual artists, poets, writers and musicians from mostly 
coloured Cape Flats areas48 • The group boycotted white art institutions and produced an annual calendar 
for many years, and held local exhibitions, readings, and musical events to coincide with anti-apartheid 
political meetings on the Cape Flats. However, as it appears much of the activity in this group occurred 
'underground', with minimal funding, there is little formal historical documentation on the activities of 
the group. 
By the 1980s, black resistance had shifted to a working union between black and white artists, in 
which, according to Oliphant (1995) white artists took part in an apparently ambivalent position as 
'Africans,' in political solidarity with black artists in the fight against apartheid49. At the turn of the 
1980s, leading up to the 1990s, a number of conferences encouraged a focus on using art as a collective 
tool against apartheid oppression5o. The work produced by the artists who took part was widely described 
and written about as 'protest' or 'resistance' art (Williamson 1989), and the participant artists described 
themselves as 'cultural workers' in the collective fight against apartheid. This was despite the fact that 
some historically disadvantaged artists argued that sharing a black experience of political oppression and 
working as black activists did not imply that their work itself was restricted to a particular style or genre 
that was inherently 'resistance art' or 'black art.' Such artists argued that although their work had 
encompassed a resistance theme, it was not stylistically simple, and went beyond 'fists' and 'spears' to 
represent more complex themes and techniques. One coloured male artist, for example, complained that 
he felt the inclusion of his work in a particular art book5l , misrepresented his work's content and imagery. 
He felt that the author had not listened to what he was saying when she interviewed him, and that his 
work, which he believed was "more complex" than implied by these terms, had been "forced" into the 
category of 'graffiti art' and 'resistance art' to meet the author's needs. Whatever the merits of his claim, 
it was strongly evident that he resisted the categorisations and that his viewpoint and intentions in his 
work had not been appropriately represented. 
47 Interview 1998 with Mervyn Davids, artist and a founder member of Vakalisa, who had some documentation of 
the group in his possession, which he hoped to eventually publish. 
48 Members included Mervyn Davids, Peter Clarke, James Matthews, Lionel Davis and Garth Erasmus, amongst 
others. 
49 Examples of an institutionalised cultural struggle against apartheid in Cape Town include art centres such as the 
Community Arts Project (CAP) and Mediaworks, which contained mostly black students, and produced anti-
apartheid banners, posters, and T-shirts as well as anti-apartheid prints, drawings and paintings. The Visual Arts 
Group (VAG) was also established in Cape Town to organise meetings and events with both black and white artists. 
50 The 'State of Art in South Africa' conference (University of Cape Town, 1979) resolved that "it is the 
responsibility of each artist to work as diligently as po'ssible to effect change towards a post-apartheid society" (Sack 
1988). Likewise, the 'Culture and Resistance' conference (Gaborone, Botswana, ] 982) defined creative expression 
as an "integral aspect of the struggle for liberation" in which the personal identity of the artist was seen as secondary 
to a 'collective spirit' (Koloane 1997). The 'Culture for Another South Africa' (CAS A) conference (Amsterdam, 
1987) also encouraged all artists to join the 'cultural struggle' against apartheid (Molefe 1990). 











SHIFTS SOUTH AFRICAN ART WORLD 
Co.nc,eplts of 'Freedom' in art 
As apartheid to an end, began to occur the local art world towards what was 
described art theorists as an emerging Trp,p'rUUTI in cultural .. "'-', .... u''"'v. In a paper 
'Preparing (Sachs, 1990), presented at an ANC senmnar on culture 
1989, art in the 1980s value in 
political content and that ·t-T',,·p{1,nrn meant the cn:anc:e to produce 
that art should now be more apartheid, but " . 
which it was now "not to use more and lead to an 
"impoverishment art." This statement provoked debate over art in 
the new South Africa would take and was interpreted by some to imply that art should avant-
(Ntuli Meintjes 1990) 52. Not only had historically disadvantaged previously 
labeHed and catlegoln 
with the 
from the 'outside' and into particular ways of working, but were now 




apartheid to derno(;ra(;v in the 
emphasised political and 
and 'equality' at the forefront democratic rhetoric. The 
South Africa in 1 also 
change, with terms such as 
had to some extent 
past as from the immediacy of individual experience, creating a as 
opposed to 'now. A similar process occurred in South 
of 'political the past, "' .... '''JI'L..., the fact that I spoke to 
In 
a need to with ongoing social concerns """'».-",.,,, .. race and social issues daily 
lives. There emerged a peJrce:ptlon of v"""", ... ,.v",, art being ClIU'l",QJl"ClU'-', 
certain cases, 'bad' art. 
unsophisticated m 
The of international sanctions at the end of apartheid led the South art world to 
seek a strong foothold within "",ntA"t'".,."r-,,,,,! art markets. was now a 
visual consciously create a new form themselves the 
international circuit individually, rather than, as previously, as 'political workers' fighting collectively 
the cause.' In tertiary such as 
local Town C'f'llntprnrlf'lT''''T'V art 
what was seen as the innovation, individuality 





52 Published papers and debates around this are included in the publication De Kok and Press ] 990. 
Spring is Rebellious. about cultural freedom by Albie Sachs and Buchu Books. 
53 For as highlighted the Truth and Reconciliation Commission process, in which individual 










Under the new banner of 'freedom', art was now perceived to be 'freed' from a past of 
stereotyped figurative, collective and political motifs. For example, in 1997, Marilyn Martin, Director of 
the South African National Gallery, Cape Town, announced that artists could now work "as they like", 
that "demands cannot be placed upon them by politicians, institutions, self-appointed guardians of public 
and well-being, or by other artists" (J 997: 16). However, it was difficult for these artists to escape some 
form of racial stereotyping given the external discourses and categories of value concerning their work; 
the artwork's interpretation was all too often framed by the assumed race or 'culture' of the artist. A 
number of historically disadv,antaged artists were suspicious that they were now perceived as 'token' 
black artists for affirmative purposes, valued more for their perceived ethnic representation within 
affirmative action policies than for their actual artworks. One previously classified coloured artist for 
example, expressed outrage at the erroneous assumption of a local journalist in the arts section of an 
Afrikaans magazine that references to hard labour in one of his artworks at the Outshoorn Festival in 
1999 were due to his 'slave background'. He described this perception as 'entirely untrue' as he had no 
slave ancestry and, "that it showed the journalist had not done his or her research". The association, he 
claimed, had been made purely because the journalist assumed an coloured individuals had a slave 
ancestry. The allusion made him "feel like a stereotype" and highlights the artists' emphasis on having the 
right to determine their own self-identities. 
Questioning and Re-assessing local Art Criteria 
The situation described above was further complicated by the fact that, from the early 1990s there 
had been a growing reassessment and re-evaluation of black 'crafts' within South African art institutions 
and galleries. There were efforts towards the end of apartheid to 'elevate' what had previously been 
perceived as functional objects, particularly those seen as 'black crafts', such as wood carving and 
beadwork, to the status of fine art within the local South African art world (Sack 1988). If artists could 
now really work "as they like" then this implied that historically disadvantaged artists should have agency 
in determining the value and meaning of their own work. Such changes implicitly raised questions as to 
whose cultural perspective should determine aesthetic criteria of value in contemporary South African art. 
The South African National Gallery (SANG), in Cape Town, claiming to recognise 'different' 
cultural perspectives and art forms, also created a number of what it called 'ground-breaking exhibitions' 
from 1993 onwards, which, the gallery claimed, involved "working hand in hand with the people whose 
histories and/or visual cultures were being represented, or engaging individuals in the production of the 
exhibitions and written documentation" (Martin 1995: 3). Such exhibitions included Western Cape 
Beadwork, and what was described as 'Muslim Art from the Western Cape' (Martin 1995: 3). Around 
1994, the gallery actively acquired what had previously been seen as 'tribal African' crafts, such as 
bead work and wood carving, as part of the permanent collection,54 and displayed these in the main gallery 
with 'Western' painting and sculpture. A printmaking exhibition at the National Gallery deliberately 
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induded relief prints, from lino cuts or wood blocks, black 
cheapness and ease production, now 'reassessing' them as in artistic value to 
printmaking (Hobbs nall',,"'" 1995). 
In their attempts to re-address what were seen as cultural imbalances; art theorists and 
struggled with 
historical art context, 
'good' or 
in their own attempts to set 
determined aesthetic 
when the aesthetic 
being recognised "on their own terms". 
The fact that the South African National 
visual cultures' National Gallery suggested that 
were as valid as n""'''''"\11'' European perceptions of art' . 
for what was' good' or 
Whose cultural perceptions 
perspecti ves of alternati ve 
made an effort to reD,resem 
cultural perceptions 
decisions, however, were 






In Rankin suggested the use of different criteria white artists 
to evaluate of black artists in South 
to black artists" (1 
on whatever basis it op(~rated, become "over-
of the 
that does not sut)le~::t 
rigour' and 
it may 
and assessment (ibid.: 47). 
on an implicit assumption 




context and in the determination and 'critical rigour' was paramount, remain 
unquestioned, while 'black' art remains to to 'serious study and a"~''-''',''1I''-''n and subject to 
what made art to 'white' art. Part thus concerned who ""'TArrn. 
from a political Arnnh<>" and 
to a mainstream institutions prc,m()tjl1l~ South art 
presents a tension alternative modes and value in South Africa. 
historical divide in the white and black artists, the determination of the for 
what was considered 'good' art at time being white-dominated, in the role 
over was considered the a top-down approach to and this division 












was a term used 
that their work had to towards new and 
were to be Africa. 
interests to the 
art was now as and 
unsubtle in the 
view among the 
art was ',ntAr'Ar because artists had been coerced to work in to 
that 
who had attended 
was such as a 
Artists' \.-""fUlJIl;'> of 
meant 
sense 
In the '80s you 
'out', and was now 'bad' or 'inferior' art, 
in this statement 
Arts 
in a local context 
For a number 
in the and who claimed 
ideas what 
or even what to mean. 
those of the 
could now, if so " 
in my art time ago it 
or some flowers. But now we can 
instead of itical themes may have rer:'re~;ented for some 
in art that was not the case. For some materials as oil and 
as abstraction ways whereas those were 
between abstraction ,in some 
linked to means of from 
be seen is in part an 










art styles, One vV'VUJlvU male artist in his twenties, , continually emphasised that he 
was producing 'abstract' artworks and therefore not be racially ctprpr,h" ... p'; 
association hpolr,n,cr earlier in this 
an interesting 
'R', an older, TAr"""l"r political 
coloured male artist, political me:mt:s the last ] 990s, 
of collages which he described as his U\A"Vl.IU 'African Renaissance,' Several 
speaking who sold mostly ...,,,,,v,,,,t,, also chose to 
!>n':Ir>l", work, it as "rn.('\I1,>rn work to sell to One 
internationally background, had produced 
and sculptural works in the now produced a of small in oil and claimed 
a 
Xhosa-
using oil paint only after 1994, until then he had not had the opportunity to explore of 
painting. 
LIMITATIONS TO ARTISTIC 
Immediately 
the majority 
previously discussed, how 
the end ap'llIlelIJ. there were, continue to 
and historically disadvantaged Differences concerned not only, as 
disadvantaged visual artists were written and spoken but 
also the resources they were unable to draw upon. 
Economic Resources 
of disadvantaged I spoke to who had previously worked 
to create 'installation' or ''''In,,~.,...h artworks in to be 
About two 
figurati vely eXI)resse:d 
acknowledged by the n'_ .... .,.cr1P arts scene. A common perception among historically disadvantaged 
'good' work meant the use expensive and artists was 
equipment as film, sound photographic work - and 
installations. Some consciously attempted to compete with international 




competition in 2000 with a £>"J""",.,...h,., 
and drawings 
However, a Xhosa-speaking 
\ .. I\,,'''JU.'-' a growing in installation 
those more advantaged, mostly 
suggested 
on the use 
content of the work. He 
'0', teaching at Community Arts 
under-resourced 
lILa."""., in workspaces, 
ptprrn.np'cI more the eX1DeIlse 




in producing art overcrowded 
conditions in townships: "In I painted my bed. I had to kneel on my bed 











wall. don't that work was It under 
as education and access to 
Iy 
Such factors their 
to 
and 
be created in smaller nr(,r1,,('P and easy to 
to maintain. As the 
I sti II feel that 
and how some 
'on the it: 
and street markets. 
art 
as art and 
Art money. Materials need money. 
to sell because want to eat. 
at the end 




That is what we Even when we have spaces we want to manage or maintain those spaces 
that it wi It continue to f in a that other will 










The need to earn a living was often prioritised over producing conceptual avant-garde work for 
many historically disadvantaged artists and played a strong role in determining the media and genre they 
chose. Another artist, "E', who described himself as an 'African' artist from mixed 'Xhosa/Coloured' 
parentage claimed his work was based on "local people" and "township and rural life" and mostly sold to 
tourists around Greenmarket Square, a popular street market (see Fig. 25) and tourist attraction in the 
centre of Cape Town . 
He produced mostly lino prints and spoke of their reproducibility and ease of mass production as 
major factors for his choice of genre: 
With linocuts, I can produce more and more of the same. Paintings - I do one, I don't do the same 
one again. It's an original thing. I respect them. They are very expensive. It takes me a long time 
to do a painting. With linocuts I can do one hundred prints .. . I can make money (1998). 
Figure 25. Tourist postcard image showing tourist art 
stall in St George's Mall, close to Greenmarket Square 
Having won a Smirnoff painting prize in 
1997 which provided him with a sponsored studio for 
a year and a solo exhibition in a Cape Town gallery 
at the end of 1998, 'E' then started creating oil 
paintings, previously considered a 'luxury', of 
township and rural life for his exhibition. He 
described the use of oils, due to their expense and their novelty, as a significant shift in his work, but of 
course working in oil would not necessarily be seen as significant from the avant-garde art world's 
perspecti ve. 
Often, too, access to gallery spaces in the city centre was difficult, because of their distance from 
the townships where most of these artists lived, and the city centre. The poor public transport 
infrastructure, a legacy of apartheid, and the expense of transport, made it difficult for many historically 
disadvantaged artists to attend exhibition openings that, on the whole, occur in the evenings when there is 
hardly any, if any, safe public transport. One Xhosa artist 'D', for example, echoed the sentiments of 
many: 
I don't have transport. .. Every piece I produce, I have to think of that. How do I get it from one 
place to another, how do I pack it and what kind of material can I afford to put that idea out? .. . 
So in that way there are things I can't put in my artwork, not because I don't want to, because of 
the reasons I mentioned. (1998) 
Education 
As Nicodermus and Romare (1997) have pointed out, the promotion of self-critiquing avant-











view 'high' derived western art. innovative and as an artist ied a 
of Western art education in order to work 
was seen as a means of not only 
both of which were difficult to obtain or were 
in the had resulted in 
paradigms. A 
but also working space and a 
in townships. 
forms of art 
education. institutions with severe black artists 
some training 
and projects that 
outside formal art centres 
resources to many black Miles 2004). as 
Rankin (1 many black artists themselves , a 
of had often taken an individual mentor or the informal classes of an art 
centre. Some Iy 
Rorke's Drift in Natal (I 
mid-
Town artists had received 
and Polly Street in 
established in ]977, art and had a 
banners and other art-forms with a 
from the second of the 1990s to courses for the 
art centres were were 
white liberal initiatives in which white artists were the 
at centres such as 
Arts 
politicised focus 
with very low 
of resources. This reinforced some of the divisions of South 
are seen from the of the 1990s, it seems ironic that such centres 
the 
reinforced some of the divisions of South African invariably, only black artists 
attended these classes ... and all too often those in in the classroom as teachers were 
white - the beneficiaries of the very educational that the centres to 
(Hobbs and Rankin 1997: 1 
although the role of art centres has been In to local 
for black it has been that such centres little academic study for 
artists to obtain "a solid theoretical for the of art 
]994: and white positions of were maintained. Most white artists had received 
level fine arts education. Although a minority of coloured artists of middle class 
art often as 
artists had been excluded from 
diploma, the majority 
institutions. 
The lack of art education thus black artists 
whites on the art circuit. the emergence of a collective 





divisions remained in the and education available. The J range of artistic skills 
that most historically 
them to fulfil Sachs' 
within their work. 
artists who had not received a 
(1 that artists should 
57 which teaches other as well as visual art, still attracls young black art 
Xhosa- and Zulu-speaking, who are generally in the lowest income brackets. 
did not 










some artists of historicaIJy v"".n",,;,-,u communities who had previously worked 
recognition ('C"lntprnt"tnr:~rv art world through entering 
such as through Michaelis School resources were available. Some 
",,,"];,-,,.1 artists without tertiary training also mana!~ed to access resources that '-'AI,",V"V'" 
ways of working. These included 
Workshops mentioned earlier, and which, at a """',n'",rn ... ,"'''·'''·'! 
studio projects such the 
are explored in Chapter 
officially in 1999), provided cheap, recently, Greatmore Studios58 in Woodstock 
workspaces, support and an artistic environment for artists of all cultural backgrounds, as well as 
ex{)osure to international artists. 
to 
For those with the educational resources, and some financial support, the move into 
and provided a distinct over installation and avant-garde 
historically disadvantaged 
nrt",rln."prl installation and co:nctmtua.! 
these resources. The 
proving concretely the 
access actively 
not 'innately' CWDm.e "l'UJ""" 
Black and were clearly very 
compared to the number 'Of white students. historically who did 
receive a university tertiary experienced differences between aC,lOe:ml[C and 
their personal perspectives interviewed in this study tertiary art 
education was still dominated by 'white culture'. They argued that the of 
conceptual and had little relevance for black to survive. 
Many historically 
be relaxed and be made more 
~.,,~""'~ artists were of the opinion that the 
to include alternative 
work. Several artists 
not marginalised. One 
art should 
South African 
context, rather of 
artwork should be seen as 'nr,nn~'r' 
put it: 
'N', in his thirties, 
it. South Africa 
just one homogeneous 
Another coloured artist and former political 'Y'in late thirties/early 
stated: 
in a state of flux. What's in today is out tomorrow ... that's the line we 
your ears open and your eyes open, on the ground, even though your 
a township guy calls his art or 'postmodernist', that's great. If 
it 'township art', full what? One is not better than 
They [don't] even need to 











view of what good art is. It 
Forum to be considered the best. It doesn't 
Turner to be best. If it's between persons x and y 
matters (1998). 




, in his late 20s, studying at Michaelis School of pointed out that what was considered 
art or 'innovative' in Western art styles was questionable as 
as his own cultural context: 
when compared to what 
who come here, like Picasso, took and painted the 
a I am questioned and they say ethnic and 
writes about it, so it became this new thing to some of us, 
have been doing installations for a long .. as in 
it is not boxed and put in galleries and bring in wines and 
It was part of everyday living .... African women have 
"""(1,1111,01"11 good art - paint murals, sew, do beads and aU 
11",!'£'\r''.>1'",,11 huts that is installation to me. Even if today if we 
they have made the house feel rr" ..... 1',,"<.1"\ 
be(;onrles a new thing. 
art work had seen by a white 
was seen as 'innovative' within a white cultural context, a 
own cultural perspective as Xhosa, 
artists within separate social contexts one 
The factors outlined above thus 
within South African art, and its ongoing embeddedness within race 





Oa(;Ke:o up by the concern of Duncan (2001), who 
country's international competitiveness is marginalising 
1). She also writes that: 
... even Biennales - like the one in South Africa 
'contemporal art' that is premised tacitly on exclusion, as it does not make space 
people in a multiplicity of genres (304). 
Community 
disadvantaged artists also often expressed concern over the fact the 
South African art, most of the art produced never 
claimed they U'5Intp·t1 to make art relevant to 'own but 
that was to make work acc:epltablle on the contemporary art scene in 
as an The pressure to work as internationally-selling artists in order to survive was an 
"" ... ", .... ,y divided them from their 'own' communities a 
~~1~'~~0~'~ concern was that if they worked within the community, 











artwork was not valued as 'proper' art by art Il,,,,,«,,,,,,,,,, because it was as 
uu,,,,,,.: .. ,,,,, and rather than 'art for art's sake'. 
As mentioned exhibitions also 
galleries not visited by residents who lived far from 
to take in centrally-located 
Town's centre. One 
Town art 
disadvantaged 
for spoke lack of a what "own" community in 
an area of Flats, and the difficulty local people to art "-"'UUJl., 
historical1y artist art teacher, , at one of arts centres on the Hats, the 
Battswood Arts Centre in Athlone, that a "community in the arts had not 
on Cape Flats. He also that the vast majority of historically schoolchildren on 
Flats in the late 1990s little or no secondary school visual art education, as it was not 
compulsory in their secondary syllabus. A common was a 'lack of interest' the arts 
from communities, and that the interest in visual art was from primarily 
Those artists complained the lack of historically disadvantaged 
communities to art, saw this as perpetuating the of white-dominated in visual art. 
or two artists did claim to bridge and contemporary art interests. artist, 
who sold internationally, was working on a mural and a for a local church 
he feIt proud to both contribute to be within his own community, as well as 
internationally. 
were, however, artists who refused to enter or collaborate with mainstream art and 
'U,JlV"", as an active of against what saw as white hegemony in the art 
previously politically historically that many 
politically orientated artists from the townships 'gone into the woodwork', disillusioned with 
they as a focus on COlflCf:pll11al art with little social 
opinion, South art world's move towards conceptual work in 
eliminated the of a and 




Ironically, and no doubt above, some artists l.l<lLlU',,"U to feel 
,,,,,,,u'.vu from 'own' I'A1fnT1nl11,iti UI;011.-a""1:' they were artists. Two I 
interviewed, one on a to Michaelis, the other teaching at at the had moved 
townships to Woodstock in Cape Town. Both said it was 
to art institutions and they also somewhat 
communities, in that was no local 





(1997: 34) who stated, "Artists are still viewed 
an affluent white 
59 Information provided 
movements and 
communities as an documenting events benefit 
the artists Donovan Ward and Paul 
artists in the 1980s. 
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manifestation of the 
economic 
in Cape Town can 
in which identity, 
argued as a 
education, space and become intertwined to make 
up the 
conditions 
The material construction and presentation of an finished work delDelldf:d on the 
of art education rp(,'pnIPi'1 in the past, access to which he or she lived, the 
workspace structures, access to, and finance for, 
main of art 
good communication facilities, such as 
who lived in 
and telephone in 
aspects apply to 
framework 
curators, other artists, Although 
were produced within a 
access to 
township areas, 






unique in .that 
artists identities, by terminologies 'culture' When ",U,potn,ntf'rI to break out what were 
seen as 'traditional' genres of work, they were restricted by a resources and art vUUv,'''I'JIL 
In the twentieth in the access to art education more or less been 
granted and the likelihood that resources may affect art production been little 
But in a where so vastly and usually 
racial lines, an understanding of educational and economic is a key to an 
art practice (Hobbs 1997: 8). 
In sec:(]o,n I will examine categcJm~s and lll.UH .. "",,, 
resources thY'r.ll,ah art in relation to contested oel'CelDtH)nS in a t""'"<::'Fr.rrninO' 
South Africa. 
NEGOTIATING ART CATEGORIES 
The Re-appropriation and Negotiation of RaciaJised Identities in 
Given the anti-apartheid on 'old' South in the international 
a 'black South African in international and national media, there were some advantages to 
national art markets that looked for visible of a 'new' South African art, including the visible 
presence of black example, one art curator working predominantly 
spoke of what she termed posH 994 'affirmati ve 
specifically ""1'",,,,,,,,",,£'1 
that although, "I 
rTu.rn .. "" by South 
call myself to 
buying' by 
One 'N', 
race,' not 'coloured' .,' what I 
corporate 
thirties, DOlme:Q out 
about 'mixed' is it 
doesn't represent colour it's about culture and 
him as a 'black' and actively sought his 
etceteras," art dealers and galleries sti II defined 
as such: 
Art remains Art in Cape Town is still in white people's 
me and told me the dealers are starting to 'black' art now. 
terms of and white. There's still a There's 










Several disadvantaged artists noted that black helped them 
the opinion that 
study, travel or 
perceived 
politically as a 
]998 for a 
artist. 







role in her ';:'v""''''LIVll as a 
which became a ..... I<l,tt('\rrn for her .nt",rr."t1 




success as an 
identity in the art 
rac i ali sed 
199960, 
at the founding was to create a network 
representation, empowerment and promotion of what were as still "'''.5'''''''','',",U black 
(including ... ""etA''''''''''''''''' musicians and writers) through regular meetings and events. 
The name the 
attended the initial rnp"fl1rH,.", 
and its principle including blacks at meetings, also 
dls:advarltajged artists who 
didn't. Some criticised the 
group as being opportunistic with its ITlPrnl1,pr", 'jumping on the bandwagon' promoting themselves to 
international rn",rlt"t as black. 
are what we call to twelve': 
artist wh  did not 
Africans who .;:,U ... ,U'"'U, 
for example 
became 
conscientised and have now oe(;lm~o " 
On the <:.1TT'<lr·" BLAC <In,,,,,,,.,,,, to represented all historically dls:ao'varltaJ2:eo 
backgrounds, even though not had the organisation. ""r.t"'T"rI artists were 
concerned that 
on the 
a member of implied that they wanted to be identified as black, and releCleo 
were rp<_rn'"'' the very race against during 
apartheid. This cre~ate:o IT.tPt·p,,,t 
were also l"r ... ,,..,,,.,,.·ti that they 
in that their work would be rpr.rp"",,,tPti not lnt,,"rr.r,,1rpt1 terms of its own 
artistic worth content in the new South Africa. 
Part stated intention at an early Trl11'Tlr"'" meeting was to create a 'discourse' around 
what it was to 
primarily 
in the new 
members 
economically or educationally 
some artists to 
focused on Ul';:'\""O'';:''\)'1' than what 
artists felt were more immediate 
resources. One historically disadvantaged attendee, for responded: 
to be black, we in the '70s 
it behind us. We now want to resources. 
Others did not agree with a homogeneous 'black' tiP,nf11r'l as there were of 
did not difference between black and coloured 
the gave his assessment: 
An artist of coloured background, example, 













all call themselves black and the label is 
"""""'""tl""''', university educated - you just listen to 
s a split along class 
We weren't just or 
to use a term is just one aspect of myself - it just reduces you. I like to look r"""'''n<>r 
am, and what I do. 
who had attended meetings stated, 
I go to the but I trouble seeing this homogeneous 
Africans don't see me as black - they see me as coloured and would never 
Other were that aimed to create a black 





as as recognition and access to ,",Y' ... ,",.""., .. resources were 
was 
reason for 
apartheid. It was 
being black or 
had arrived 1 
European, for example, who 
that the organisation was 
among the attendees at an initial mf~etllng over 
to know how far BLAC's 
to work outside white hegemony stemrmnlg 
had historically experienced 




to attend meetings as they had not been part of apartheid? A white 
to join, argued that she had not been in South and 
A 
America as the son of then 
South African who had grown up in 
that the definition would nrr\"""Tnc .. ",,' 
up black in South Africa during <>n"rH'Pi,1V 
own 
. membership in the group, as had not a 
visiting white Irish artist was to a later BLAC meeting by a coloured 
attending, the 
fair as he had not 




whites to attend public Y''''"'U''''''J'''' 
debates provided a H,,,,,,alalJ 
in the 'new' South 
Given the 
white community in 
existed between 
as an Irishman, to 
sees thpTn"'" 1 as is 
the exclusion rule, the rule was relaxed within the 
being made by a core black membership. 
complexities of determining artistic and political identities 
defining and categorising perceptions of race. 
a.u',,,I'."''"' artists felt separated and distinct from the 
the economic, educational and resource that 
of a black identity for these artists to nrF'';:p,nf 
61 My own identity was to in relation to the issue of 'blackness', when I was invited to attend BLAC 
meetings by a fellow member of the UCT-based 'Women of Colour' group, into which I was invited and ,,(,{'p.nH'.rI 
and further accentuates the and contradictions involved in applying race terminology and classification 
in the New South Africa. it was difficult to place me in a white or black 
category. Furthermore, Asians were generally classified as 
'honorary' white, allowed to live in white areas but not marry a white person, due to South African 










their own of view and fonn a category for of BLAC, over time, 
who attended with some resources and support, 
work, an art catalogue, 
an internal networking within the 
organisational structure. of joining the 
5U1ll,HUl\J'1l were later drawn although some remained invol vement, explaining 
use the opportunities despite not agreeing seen as . As one 
ulna5'AI artist wryly 
they 
historically 
I want to labelled as but who am 
whatever 
in the impression a homogeneous 
it seemed that memb,ers of L>1.r'J.''- had chosen to 
no indication by the organisation or individuals that some had joined only in order to access resources. 
Clearly, a number of historJcally disadvantaged artists, '"'''.''' ,,-,y terms such as as 
homogenei.sing At the same black 
These same as order to be 
visible in art world and create market opportunities for work. They were also often 
simultaneously to out of the what it meant to be black while challenging 
lULlVlJ'O> of what black art in South AfrJca was perceived to 
It could be that being black this sense "'Ar'An"'''''' enabling 
possibilities rather than them. The theorist (2001, 1 
UH"'-'l\.",-,"" is are many ways 
as not vv""V'"'V, in terms of its possibilities 
process. A distinction can drawn I'"\p,·,,,,,,,>n 
than opening 
1997) has <lrm""'J"1 that 
which the term 
as a negotiated 
determined his/her black identity in ways that reduce, '-1v;'''''_''''''', bind, "',,1<''-'):; ...... , 
being 
or limit the potential 
an artist to nr1V111f'P work, with seen as only one component that makes up the 
or the work. 
in which previously 
cat.e,g()m~s may be <>n,nrr.nr,<:>h,'; and take on new 
evolve. Awareness of such and 
conflict perceptions black identity was in comment of an 
whose work was fe2ttm"ed III catalogue: 
Black can cultural, IJVIIUv<U can so even 
way I understand it, over two, years it has So now I have many to explain my 
which I am trying to 
am what I am. I know if 
However, racialised South 
I'm trying not to be the same. But for me as a person, I 
such a thing as a black culture (1999). 
are deeply nm~ncne,]. the 
of 
ultimately 
'blackness' as a category in the South art world 
of a long 
not 














and contradictory individual 
and through work. 
about the same time BLAC was being 
Flats, incorporating visual artists from the 
performance group 'Black Noise62., and ex-political 
in the Cape Flats and particularly on racism ,",AICUI"A black 
that within Cape Town at the time, certainly was not a 
homogeneous black identity. Some of these artists were also present at BLAC meetings. 
formation a arts group, and an anti-racism arts group, both claiming to rPfwP"Pflt 
some indication of the different and 
and a working context for historically disadvantaged 
Yet another art group, itself Public Eye was also 
on what they called 'public art' , and working with "Arnrnllr'll 
COjrnrnUlee were, 
claiming it was 
aU white artists. A co-founder I 
and COlnCldeIltal in that the group 





, rather because they were all white. 'HAA~~',",AA the core committee 
rerna!!n as it was, he bean 
happened to be white' reveals the extent to 
ge()graplhlcal experience of each race category, 
culturally each other, is normalised in South Africa to appear 
hegemony in the arts can be I-IIJlUQI,IJU. as 
rae:·eOlls access to resources and networks. 
contradiction and contrast in the relationships between art 
market and perceptions of artists' identities presented here, underlines the 
of the South art world. Artists may have joined arts organisations, or 




IN SOUTH AFRICA 
art cat.eg_oOl;s within South as weB as the 
and constructs of power suggests the need for 
African art. The perceptions, external categcOrH;S 
deal with on a ",.'d_H'_f' 




62 the leader of the hop group Black Noise, himself pointed out during the that it was ironic the 













as Western art 
In 





of the work from which he 
had work to mainstream art 
himself sold at street markets 
and local art aimed at tourist market. He marketed himself 
leries and market stalls to be sold. Much his work consisted 
based on and which he 
sold 00 - R200. 
recent years, 
Rand to the South 
























indicating considerable financial success.64 At the time, ten thousand rand was equivalent to at least a 
thousand pounds, and was a large sum for many South African artists and extremely large for someone 
living in a black township. 
For Timothy, 'value' was tied to market value and the work's sale-ability. The price his 
sculptures sold at made his work 'valuable' - both aesthetically and financially. This market value and 
national recognition he felt he had gained from the gallery's acquisition of his work played a role in 
defining him as a 'good' artist, as he and other artists from his community saw it. Through both the 
financial value of the artworks he sold and the acknowledgement and inclusion of his work in the 
permanent collection of the National Gallery, Timothy now claimed he had national recognition as a 
contemporary South African artist. However, Timothy expressed concerns that his two dimensional 
paintings, drawings, collages and mono-prints (see Fig. 26) were not accepted as 'good' art by Cape 
Town art galleries. Timothy argued that if his wooden sculptures were good enough examples of 
contemporary African art to be in the National Gallery permanent collection, then his two-dimensional 
artworks, which depicted very similar images, themes and styles to his sculptures, should also be 
considered good contemporary African art, and should sell at similar prices. 
Figure 26. Collage by Timothy Mafenuka, depicting a leopard, 1999 
At the beginning of the Thupelo Cape Town Workshop he attended, 1 heard a few of the tertiary-
trained artists describe his paintings and mono-prints as bad art, unsophisticated, 'touristy' and formulaic. 
Concerns were also expressed by some of these artists that Timothy's recent financial success would 
influence other artists to create 'unadventurous' work. This negative view was exacerbated by the fact 
that Timothy initially used much of his workshop time to make the most of the free materials provided to 
churn out large numbers of small mono-prints to sell later to tourists. However, the mass-produced 
stylised 'simplistic' images of animals and people in his paintings, prints and drawings were not 
problematic when he created the same images as sculptures. Later in the workshop, Timothy created a 
simple clay sculpture of a lion. The same artists who had criticised him described this as 'good' work. 
64 This success w~s further amplified in relation to his peers when he bought a second-hand car and was able to 











Figure 27. Timothy 
Mafenuka, on the 
right, creating a 
clay sculpture of a 
lion, at Thupelo 
Workshop 
Such a 
strong divide in the 




institutional flux in 
the evaluation of 
artworks in South Africa not only caused contradiction in determining and evaluating what ' good' art 
could be at ground level in South Africa, and how value was tied strongly to perceptions of ethnic 
ident.ities. It is evident from looking at Timothy ' s artworks and his and others' responses that a number of 
different discourses and approaches to art come into play, arguably in relation to racialised perceptions of 
a black Xhosa identity. The dichotomous evaluation of Timothy's works on paper as 'bad' art, and his 
sculptures as 'good' art, can be understood to be due to these works being subject to differently perceived 
'Western' and' African' art aesthetic contexts for their evaluation (both categories are notably ultimately 
derived from Western art market perceptions - see Clifford 1988, Graburn 1976, 1999). Timothy's 
wooden carvings were evaluated within Western concepts of traditional African prac tice, arguably in 
relation to the perceived stylistic repetition of images in African 'tribal' art (see Steiner 1994, 1999) and 
ascribed value as such. However, when Ti mothy worked within Western genres and materials, drawing 
similar repeated figures on paper as those of his sculptures, his two-dimensional artworks were perceived 
as a poor mimicry of Western contemporary 'high art' art standards. 
Some artists have proposed that defining himself as a ' Xhosa' artist was a clever marketing ploy 
by Timothy to make up for his lack of Western art skills, an attempt to utilise his ethnicity to define hi s 
work as 'good ' within its own criteria . 
Timothy certainly showed an astute awareness and ability to draw from different categories and 
di scourses in relation to his identity within the flux and contradiction of South African art, particularly in 
the markets he accessed and in dealing with prospective buyers. He had learnt effective techniques for 
manipulating his audiences and arguing his way into both Western and tourist art markets, playing on his 
African 'cultural authenticity' in purchasers' eyes. For example, Timothy drew on perceptions of an 
authentic Xhosa cultural identity in describing his work, referring to what are perceived and 
acknowledged as 'traditional' art practices . Referring to what he described as his Xhosa identity, he 











I didn't go to school to learn about colours, but I know myself how to mix the colours. It's 
natura1... . d·ff k· d 
Art is part of my culture. Because, in the homelands they used to paint with s01l- I erent . m s, 
they are colourful when they are put on the wal1.65 Near Dece~ber, the~ draw butterflies because 
it is the time of butterflies. The person who draws the butterfhes doesn t go to school but he can 
draw the butterflies there. 
It's in my veins to work with my hands. I was born. like that. I do~'t need a lot of skills. I catch on 
quickly ... It's something from your hands, somethmg from your Ideas ... You are not supposed to 
go to school to learn artwork, because artwork is born to be in the artist. .. 
Figure 28. Work by Timothy 
Mafenuka at Thupelo Workshop, 
1999. On the wall are paintings of his, 
and on the table are his clay 
sculptures, including a lion and an 
elephant. 
He added that producing 
paintings, prints and drawings on 
paper did not mean that his work was 
European, but simply that he used 
Western techniques within an 
African context, in which he 
claimed, "If I paint abstract, it does 
not mean I am painting European -
this abstract is from here ... I am 
based in my African art, this side." 
He described himself as an artist in his own cultural right. He insisted that the 'authenticity' of his Xhosa 
African cultural identity gave him cultural authority over the criteria for evaluation of his work as a 
contemporary African artist, and that this included his paintings, drawings and prints. It was also evident 
that he sometimes played on the perceived simplicity of the unspoilt, na"\ve and unsophisticated African 
artist in marketing his work to tourists and gaUeries, as in his statement that, 
Sometimes you can just play with a title, because somebody is just buying the title and others are 
buying for the picture. If you play like this it's good - because they love this title - 'Lovely Day' 
- and they just buy it for this you see, because some people don't care about the artwork, they 
like your words only. 
Timothy himself described differences in the reception of his sculpture and two-dimensional 
work respectively with the telling comment, "The people, they don't have the same eyes - they look 
differently" . This statement implied the different 'gazes' he felt his work was subject to and framed by 
within different contexts . At the same time, Timothy stated that art education had been denied to his 
culture in the past, and that he had a right to access a Western Art education with Western techniques: 











Black people can't afford to buy art. I can blame the past government. They made a lot of damage 
to black people. They don't see art as our culture, our thing. The government separated art from 
the indigenous people. The white community got a Jot of education about art, whereas us on the 
other hand were just fed with Bantu education. 
Timothy obviously positioned and re-positioned himself between different reference worlds. 
While situating himself in a 'traditional past', a cultural context where he argued that his abilities were 
culturally 'innate', he simultaneously sited himself at the forefront of contemporary art through the 
recognition of his sculptural work at the South African National Gallery. Picton (1993) clearly 
understands these contradictions: 
. . . it appears people in Africa can never win , for if they remain attached to the traditions of the 
past, they are innocent and exotic, and if they move into the present, they are merely foolish (92) . 
... There are all manner of particular, indigenous, functional networks of patronage, production 
and evaluation, and artists do address common themes across these networks and institutions; but 
we shall never see any of this as long as we constitute artists within ready-made curatorial boxes . 
(98) 
The acknowledgement by the South African National Gallery of alternative 'visual cultures' as 
valid in South Africa in their own right at the suggests that Timothy did have a right to claim access to 
whatever artistic values and appreciation he desired on his own terms, and from his 'own' cultural 
perspective. This brings to mind Napier's suggestion that: 
.. . what we do when we set out to look at the art of another culture is to reshape it into a category 
of thought with which we are comfortable. In this respect our interest in the art of other cultures 
ought rightly to result in an interest in other modes of thought - even when such modes of thought 
have the potential to undermine conceptual categories with which we are comfortable. What we 
should be asking ourselves is not what aspects of other cultures reaffirm all that we already know, 
but how different ways of dealing with the material would help to suggest to us new and different 
ways of seeing (1992: 3 I). 
Academics world-wide have recently begun to challenge aesthetic hegemonies of power and the 
categorisation not only of art in relation to culture, but the categorisation of culture through art. This 
critique has been levelled at the relationship between colonial power and cultural domination in the past, 
as Root (1996) argues : 
Art can operate as an alibi for cannibal power because of its ability to gild ugly social and 
historical facts with the patina of taste and beauty. Certain forms of aesthetic practice are believed 
to be able to elicit lofty sentiments (particularly, but not exclusively, those that fall into the 
category of high culture) and hence can obscure the conditions under which these same lofty 
sentiments are made possible. The presence of art can draw attention away from the extent to 
which its practice continues to be dependent on a rhetoric of exclusion and mastery ... 
Art is often utilized to explain and naturalize the display of authority .. . and the effects of this 
display can be extremely subtle and complex, profoundly influencing how we understand 
cultural, sex ual and other differences (Root 1996: 18). 
Di visions between what has been seen as ethnic vs. western, traditional vs. modern art are being 
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historically disadvantaged artists were also challenging previous art values, market categories and 
aesthetic criteria. Differences in art education, finance and exposure, as well as racialised categories of art 
were limitations artists had to work against in establishing themselves as 'free' artists in South Africa. 
Exposure to the 'avant-garde', particularly installation and conceptual art international markets from 
abroad, conflicted with more local perceptions of art and styles. There was also an opposition to 
frameworks of value in the art world stemming from hierarchies of the apartheid era. There were tensions 
between how aesthetic value was determined by external contexts and artists' own perceptions of what 
was valuable in their work. The local art world seemed confused as to how to ascertain value in relation 
to these artists' works. There was considerable overlap between racialised identity, artistic categories, and 
aesthetic value, leading to particular conflicts over the marketing, aesthetic evaluation and racial 
categorisation of Cape Town artists. Constraints were more often than not the result of the impact of 
apartheid in the past - its influence on socio-cultural environments and economics; the different 
perspectives of 'good' and 'bad' art, often linked to perceptions of culture and race, and the hegemonies 
of power that categorised the artists. 
Such issues are not unique to South African artists, in that all third world artists struggle with 
national representations of themselves as 'culturally and stylistically stereotyped' (CancIini 1995; 1994). 
South African artists , however, faced the additional impact of an apartheid past which had artistic genres 
and styles with associated concepts of ' race' and 'culture', and under which there had been little 
opportunity to openly contest labels and definitions, despite artists' personal resistance, due to their 
dependency on white-led galleries, dealers and institutions that had controlled and defined markets. 
Consequently, 'freedom' in visual art, promoted nationally and internationally within the South 
African art world, was limited by practical constraints and discourses of value that impacted upon artists' 
access to local and international art markets. The categorisation of artists and artworks in the art world 
during apartheid, particularly through how artists were spoken and written about, compounded by the 
many shifts in interpretation of art categories and possibilities post-apartheid, fed back into artists' 
negotiation of their social identities. This, coupled with economic and educational disadvantages, led to 
an interesting and complex situation in which, although they resisted race categories verbally and 
intellectually in relation to their self-identities, historically disadvantaged artists often accepted or played 
into externally derived racialised artistic identities that provided marketing opportunities for their work. 
Artists may be forced to accept these categories in order to survive financially, alternatively, attempts to 
bring about shifts in their work may not be seen as innovative in the avant-garde artistic domain. 
Artists were cognisant of the multiple perspectives and different categories that they themselves 
were 'framed by' and, to some extent, framed themselves, in relation to perceptions of self-identity. This 
was apparent in artists' responses to current markets and how they spoke about themselves and their work 
in relation to these markets. At the same time, historically disadvantaged artists were not passi ve 
recipients of change but were actively engaged in negotiating art categories and value criteria, and 
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first <:tPrp('l,fvr,,' of Africa is a 
the middle 
Africa are Khoisan. that is besides 
So when it comes to ... I find 
at once. I don't know I am interested in so many 
diverse interests the whole universe interests me .. I have found in my 
that you are many, many many up into one and Africa has become so 
Africa itself is not an easy to understand - Town 1999, 
"You may look in front 





In more VU"UO',"U and nAoL'TIAr!""." world many claim that 
and cultural identities are down. New theoretical 
identities have been oOf'cff'r! within social science in relation to 
processes. For """""1'" the idea that culture must be based in one nation 
,p1"I,nr.r<;>,"", cultural identities must also be about internationalism in a direct sense, about our 
IJV'H"'JH':> in transnational spaces and 1995: 41). It has been ugj;;ested research should 
instead focus on "the way that culture crosses border and oceans with ease in a constant state 
evolution" 2000: 
The classic and self-contained cultures must then way to a 
new genre, in those nodal in the networks of interrelations 




within a world becomes 
who claims that identities are 
of modern [eCnnIDIO,Q:V which appears to compress space, and creates a 
media ..... ~h~u' which deal with the 'Other'. 
argues that lIa'''VlHU, cultural and individual identities are threatened with 
identification with a fractured 
distinctions break down in the very act of v V'UU,,", , 




South Africa underwent processes of economic .s'~'U"U':>'.U';H and exposure to 
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TRANSCULTURAL ENCOUNTERS WITHIN ARTWORKS 
Phillips and Steiner (1999), in their study of the way that art objects circulate through different 
frameworks and contexts of interpretation in the networks of world art exchange, claim that interstitial 
nodes of negotiation and exchange occur as art objects move between art-artifact-commodity categories 
based on the locality of their definition. They argue that, to interpret such objects, it is necessary to 
unpack the baggage of trans-cultural encounter with which they travel , and search for the meanings and 
memories that are stored inside. Consequently, the art-artifact-commodity triad must be merged into a 
single domain where "the categories are seen to inform one another rather than to compete in their claims 
for social primacy and cultural value" (ibid: 16). 
The above concerns individual artefacts moving between networks of world art exchange. 
However, the social or aesthetic signi ficance of artefacts may also be interpreted in relation to other 
artefacts in the same space, be this museum or gallery (Strathern 1990, Preziosi 1996). Greenblatt (1991) 
for example, argues that an object in a gallery or museum has 'resonance' in relation to other objects 
surrounding it, which determines the interpretation it is subject to. 
In the same way that objects are contextualised in relation to other objects, the positioning of an 
image in relation to the images that surround it within the composition or 'frame' of an artwork, as well 
as the styles and technologies with which the artwork is created, might also determine its interpretation. It 
is therefore feasible that images may undergo negotiation and exchange within artworks in relation to 
other images, or technologies employed, in which artworks act as interstitial nodes for trans-cultural 
encounters for the interpretation of images in relation to artists' self-identities. Edwards (1997), for 
example, in her work on photography, argues that an individual image in a photograph is 'framed' by the 
visual context within which it is placed. She suggests an alternative perceptual reading of images, in 
which she takes the approach that photographs may act as a "site for the articulation of other frames and 
other forms of expression and consumption" ( ibid : 53). 
Here, I examine how artists act as agents in creating and negotiating their own fOlms of 
'interstitial nodes' and merging different interpretations of referents for self-identities in artworks. This 
section in particular explores how artists consciously incorporate images into artworks as signalling 
devices, or icons, which utilise interpretations of territory or culture derived from an 'outside' gaze 












Figure 29. Donovan Ward standing before one of his artworks. In the 
background is a figure copied from a Khoisan painting. 
Donovan Ward (see Fig. 29) grew up in Athlone, Cape Town. 
Having first studied art at secondary school66, he then worked as a graphic 
designer and illustrator for trade unions in the 1980s, producing what he 
described as 'politicised' work. He described himself as "only really doing 
art after the elections", when he made a conscious decision to sell his work 
as fine art and hold exhibitions at galleries67, as opposed to being a 'cultural 
worker' . 
He was particularly conscious of his mixed ancestry, being visibly 
pale-skinned with light hair. Indeed, he had experienced problems being accepted by members of what he 
described as his "own community": "I was also a ' black' artist, but I had problems within my own 
community because they used to call me 'whitey'." Interviewed from 1999 into 2001,68 his work then 
sold mostly through a private dealer in Europe. He has since gained increasing recognition in South 
Africa as well as abroad. 
Donovan claimed to be aware of multiple influences on his identity as a South African. He 
claimed to be particularly interested in recent socio-political change in South Africa, and the impact of 
recent cultural and economic globaiisation on international power relations for South Africa. He 
commented: 
1'm starting to look at myself, and how I used to look at the world . Moving from a single-focused 
black and white thing. I try to look at the world differently . I've undergone a lot of growth and 
questioning what I used to do and what I'm trying to do now ... 
There are so many things impacting today, especially here in South Africa all of a sudden. For 
me, it's shifting all the time, and I think a lot of people are just. .. not sure any longer 
Describing his experience of contemporary South Africa as "increasingly homogeneous as well 
as fragmented," he claimed that he sought to define his experience of being South African through his 
work, exploring "everything" that constituted himself as part of the process of "discovering himselF' and 
"figuring it all out." His artworks were mostly two-dimensional, and combined an eclectic selection of 
materials such as oil and acrylic paint, cement, ash, rust and animal bones. His techniques were equally 
varied, combining airbrush, montage, sculpture and painting. He described his work in terms of a 
complex layering, superimposing and re-contextualising of diverse images and techniques to form 
multiple surfaces. 
Many of Donovan's art works consisted of flat surfaces consisting of multiple drawn or painted 
figurative images and abstract areas, with larger graphic images superimposed or montaged above, either 
66 Donovan attended Livingstone secondary school which was one of the few academically strong schools on the 
Cape Flats, and where art was part of the school syllabus. 
67 This decision was influenced by attending a Thupelo art workshop soon after the elections and being exposed to 
alternative ways of working as an artist, as explored in the following chapter. 











painted, or made of materials such as Perspex . The larger images and symbols were often associated with 
business, finance or colonialism, and examples include McDonalds signs, dollar signs, or historical coats 
of arms, which he termed '''icons' of the past and present." His concern was, he claimed, with the 
influence of globalisation on South African national and cultural identities as form of continued historical 
colonisation, particularly by the West, through the recent emergence of large conglomerate international 
business interests in South Africa. He described these businesses as a form of contemporary cultural and 
economic neo-colonisation which dominated alternative cultural values and perspectives. 
As a contrast to the above concerns, he included images of whom he termed "just ordinary 
people," "people from the past" or "subjugated peoples". These images were copied or coUaged from a 
variety of media sources, such as advertisement, magazines, old photographs, history books, images from 
historical paintings, and book illustrations. Donovan explained that these images of 'ordinary people,' 
such of those of the Khoisan or slaves, were deliberately selected from their original contexts, in order to 
remove them from their original pictorial hierarchical relationships, and place them "on their own", as 
individuals rather than anonymous figures, within new contexts of interpretation in the present. For 
example, one small image of a female slave forming part of the collaged background of one his paintings, 
he described as having come from a "subordinate position" as an anonymous secondary image, in an 
original colonial etching he had come across in a book . Now, he claimed, she was depicted as "an 
individual in her own right". Another painting, 'Theme of the Forgotten Peoples (1997) included images 
of the Khoisan and slaves he had isolated and copied directly from "original colonial drawings and 
paintings" in order to affirm their previous existence in the present. Other images included copies of, or 
stylistic derivations from, African SCUlptures or Khoisan rock paintings. As a further contrast to the 
materials and images that made up the " icons of the present", Donovan also claimed to "age" the images 
from the past he collaged onto his artwork surfaces by previously "exposing them to the elements" in his 
backyard, so they faded and appeared old . 
The end result was the juxtaposition and contrasting of mass-produced images of global culture 
with diverse local identities, historical origins, and influences in South Africa, reflecting what Donovan 
expressed as his concerns over cultural and economic global and colonial hegemony in South Africa. 
Simultaneously, his artworks contrasted modernity and tradition, the global and the local. This contrast is 
evident in descriptions of selected artworks of Donovan's 
discussed below. 
One artwork, 'Untitled ' (1996) (see Fig. 30) , depicted a 
bl ack African woman carrying an image of Marilyn Monroe on 
her head, clearly commenting on the dominating influence of 
Western culture and economic globalisation on African women. 
This included, in Donovan's opinion, contrasting ideals of beauty 
in Africa and the West. 
Figure 30. 'Untitled' - Image of African womanlMarilyn Monroe, 











Figure 31. 'S~perstar', 1998, Donovan Ward; showing images of people in the past, an 'African sculpture', 
and a neon sign -layering history globalisation, and colonisation in South Africa 
A further artwork, 'Superstar' (1998) (see Fig. 31), consisted of a large raised illuminated 
Perspex sign in the shape of a Hollywood-style star, superimposed over a background containing what 
Donovan described as an 'African image' which he had based on an African sculpture. Yet another 
artwork, 'AMAJUBA - after Pierneef (see Fig 32) deliberately superimposed a large Perspex 
McDonalds over a reproduction of a well-known historical South African landscape painting, by the 
colonial South African painter, Pierneef. He recreated this landscape out of burnt animal bones, wood ash 
and coal dust, thus satirically commenting on the destruction he associated with the colonial domination 
and ownership of South African land in the past , and associating this with what he believed was the 
impact of American economic power on South Africa in the present. Yet another artwork, 'Yoruba' 
(J 997) , [Fig. 00] depicted what Donovan described as a "Yoruba SCLl Ipture," painted over a background 
of computer circuitry. For Donovan, this work deliberately brought together and contrasted images of 











Figure 32. AMAJUBA - After Pierneef, 1997, Donovan 
Ward 
One three-panelJed artwork, 'Alta Continua' 
(1998), (see Fig. 33) in particular drew together 
several comparisons and juxtapositions in a single 
framework. On the right, was a panel consisting of a 
large image of a Khoisan man that Donovan had 
copied from what he described as a 'colonial 
etching'. In the centre, as a deliberate contrast , was 
an airbrushed image of what Donovan described as a 
"contemporary African woman" he had copied from 
a glossy magazine, and whom he had depicted 
wearing a T-shirt with a Japanese-captioned Mickey Mouse logo on the front. He described his interest in 
the woman being in her representation in the magazine as a "global consumer," rather than in her 
depiction as a 'traditional' African woman . On the left panel, as a further contrast to the modem woman 
in the centre, was what Donovan described as an African 'found' sculptural object. 
Figure 33. Aluta Continua, 1998, Donovan Ward 
Donovan's work thus drew on, contrasted and conflated perceptions of territory, history, culture, 
tradition , modernity, colonialism, globalisation and change within a single framework. He depicted the 
local within a global context, as well as the impact of the global on the local, inevitably revealing how 
these overlapped and shifted within perceptions of identity in a transforming South Africa. 
Donovan's artworks also indicated his own agency in engaging with, reworking, and contesting 
previous and present relationships with colonial and Western economic and cultural domination in South 
Africa . He subverts these relationships through their deliberate and challenging juxtaposition with 











persons within different frameworks from those that the original composition offered, Donovan re-shaped 
the perceptual reading of these images in ways different from their original relationships, affording them 
space and recognition 'on their own,' while juxtaposing them with the powers and hegemony of values 
that they were previously subject to. Such processes bring to mind Edwards' (1997) request for a re-
shaping of the West's perceptual framing in the reading of photographs, as sites for "the articulation of 
other frames and other forms of expression and composition" (53). In this case, Donovan's artworks acted 
as 're-framing' devices incorporating mUltiple contexts and cultural interpretations for the reading of 
imagery within them, and siting perceptions of self in relation to both the local, and beyond the local. 
Although his artworks clearly commented on collective South African histories, he did not express a need 
to explore his personal ancestry. He stated, "I haven't even gone back all that far. .. I'm a lot more 
comfortable with the uncertainty, the accepting of it, in a sense ." 
Selvin November 
Figure 34. Selvin in his home studio, with 
paintings in progress, 1998 
Selvin November (see Fig. 34) 
was previously classified and grew up as 
coloured, but stated clearly that he "didn't 
want to be put in a box," and that he 
"steered away from the blaclcJwhite thing" 
in regard to self-identity. He claimed to 
have no teltiary art school training but had 
in fact received some informal training via ' alternative' arts centres and organisations. He worked during 
the day in computer design for a tie company and spent his free time painting in his room at the back of 
his parents' house in Athlone on the Cape Flats. He was formally interviewed in his studio in 1998. 
Claiming that the variety of images and styles in his work resulted from mUltiple influences on 
him as both an artist and South African person, Selvin described himself as a "South African artist" who 
was "aware of the multiple influences on myself within many simultaneous contexts", a situation he 
described as "part of the contemporary South African experience." His paintings consisted of juxtaposed 
and contrasting images and styles drawn from a wide variety of sources. They incorporated both abstract 












Figure 35. 'Untitled' - 1998. Painting by Se/vin showing combination 
of 'African art', historical figures, abstraction and images of 
technology 
How Selvin described and interpreted his artworks provides 
insight into how he drew upon multiple visual referents to position 
himself professionally as a contemporary international artist, while 
locating himself geographically and culturally in relation to his 
'local community' in South Africa, to the African continent, and as 
part of what he described as the "modern globalised world." For 
example, Selvin described the paintings in progress in his home 
studio (see Fig. 34), where he was interviewed in 1999, as using 
"artistically sophisticated techniques - abstraction, painting, and 
collaged textures" - which he claimed were indicative of the "modern stylistic influences" that he drew 
upon as "a contemporary artist". There were also figurative images within his artworks, some of these 
being what Selvin described as "representations of African' sculptures" derived from "tourist curios" that 
he had "seen around" in market stalls (see Fig. 35) . These depictions in his own work, he claimed, 
represented his "African culture" and "the African part of me." He also expressed an interest in wanting 
to "elevate African sculpture to the status of fine art in the art world" through the depiction of African 
sculpture within "contemporary paintings." He stated, "I've always used some sort of African element in 
my work .. .. African sculpture always has intrigued me." 
There were also additional painted, collaged or montaged objects or images incorporated into his 
artworks' surfaces . One such image was an African comb that Selvin claimed referenced hair. This was 
relevant to his own identity, because hair texture had been one of the physical characteristics used to 
determine coloured, white or black status under apartheid, and was still, as Selvin noted , an important and 
controversial issue among coloured persons .69 Other objects incorporated into the surfaces of his paintings 
included parts of a computer keyboard and various machinery components. Selvin described these 
components as representative of the influences of modernisation and technology on himself as a South 
African. The computer keyboard in particular, he claimed, refetTed to the work he did to earn money and 
this was contrast to what he described as the more "traditional" perception of South Africa which he 
represented in his depictions of African tourist masks and curios in his work. 
Selvin's use of ' modern art techniques' such as abstraction and collage was arguably an effort to 
aid his marketability in on the contemporary international art market , while the visual referents identified 
him as simultaneously coloured and ' African'. Such multiple visual and stylistic devices could appear to 
referent separate and discrete, rather than complementary, aspects of self. However, the incorporation of 
diverse juxtaposed visual referents within a single artwork can also be interpreted as a deliberate effort to 
69 See Erasmus 1997 and 1999. Hair was also a major feature in the work by the artist Tracey Rose in the 
Johannesburg Biennale shortly before this interview with Selvin and he Selvin would have been exposed to, and 











frame the multiple influences on Selvin's sense of self in contemporary South Africa as a cognitive 
whole. Such intentions were apparent not only visually, in that the different elements described above 
were often juxtaposed and incorporated within a single artwork, but were also evident in his Selvin's own 
statement below: 
I'm trying to blend two different worlds, because I feel that I am African and at the same time 
I'm living in a very Western type of lifestyle. There's always this argument of Afrocentric or 
Eurocentric. I don't agree with that. .. We're living in another world, globaiisation is on our 
doorsteps, there's no time for that sort of division. I prefer to be a South African artist in a global 
sense - for me, there's my international influence, there's my South African influence, and there's 
my township influence. 
Xolile Mtakatya 
Figure 36. 'The Inheritor' - Xolile Mtakatya, 1999 
Two pastel colour drawings70 of the Xhosa-speaking artist Xolile Mtakatya provide further 
examples of the extent to which shifting perceptions of international, local and cultural referents overlap 
in perceptions of self in contemporary South Africa. These drawings were displayed at his solo exhibition 
(1999) at the Association of Visual Arts Gallery where he was interviewed, in central Cape Town. 
Xolile claimed that his work was concerned with showing the effects of change on what he 
termed "modern society." His aim, he claimed, was to deliberately contrast the "loss of traditional 
practices" with "Western development" in his work, in relation to his South African urban environment. 
Images of what he described as "tradition" and "modem life" were juxtaposed in his two pastel drawings, 
which are briefly described below. 
The first pastel drawing, 'The Inheritor' (1999) (see Fig. 36) contrasted several different images . 
He deliberately juxtaposed images of what he termed "African tradition", such as a pig, which he 
described as "important in traditional ceremonies," with "symbols of Western civilisation" - a knife and 











of "African tradition" - an image of what he described as a "West African mask," that he had copied from 
the cover of an African art magazine. He commented on its inclusion as demonstrating his own lack of 
familiarity, and connection, with a broader sense of loss of 'African tradition ' in urban South Africa: 
It's a very precious mask from West African countries .. .. We don't have such things down 
South. We've lost track of them. We've lost our traditional sculptures and that, except for a few 
things that we still know today. 
Figure 37. 'Self-Portrait', 1999, Xolile Mtakatya 
The second artwork, 'Self-Portrait,' 
(1999) (see Fig. 37) represented Xolile 
portrayed inside his home in Khayelitsha on 
the Cape Flats. As in Donovan's and Selvin's 
artworks, Xolile included depictions of carved 
African masks on the wall of his shack, 
describing them as "the kind found in tourist 
markets." He also verbally drew attention to images of his neighbours from the township " looking in to 
see what he is doing" in the work, depicting the community he lived within. He also emphasised the fact 
that he was eating from tin cans, and that he no longer ate 'traditional' food. Seen through the open door 
of his shack, was an airplane flying overhead through the open door, which, he claimed, referenced his 
experience of international travel as an 'international artist.' He had recently travelled to Germany on at 
least two arts projects . His artworks thus drew together images of 'tradition' in relation to his desired 
location of self in Africa, and, at the same time, deliberately and consciously aimed at representing 
himself within modernity, as an 'international artist' in-the-world. 
Double Strategies and Icons of 
Culture - Masking and Revealing 
African-ness 
Figure 38. Images of masks typically seen on 
sale at tourist venues (in this case, the Pan 
African Market, central Cape Town) 
It has been argued that ethnic artists 
are under great pressure, despite having 
access to Western style education, to create 
only those arts (and crafts) which signal 
their ethnicity and thus cater to the image desired by the mainstream art market (Graburn 1999). Graburn 











(ibid: 348), for example, argues that many ethnic artists use a variety of formal and symbolic devices in 
their works as "signalling devices" to compete and avoid rejection by world markets. These 'cultural 
images' act as commodities that enable cultural outsiders to access - or believe that they have accessed -
the culture of the 'other' (Root 1996). Phillips and Steiner (1999), for example, write that: 
Throughout history, the evidence of objects has been centra~ t~ the telling?f cross-cultural 
encounters with distant worlds or remote Others. The matenallty and physical presence of the 
object make it a uniquely pervasive witness to the exist.ence of realiti~s ou.tside the compass of an 
individual's or a community's experience. The possessIOn of an exotic object offers, too, an 
imagined access to a world of difference, often constituted as an enhancement of the new owner's 
knowledge, power or wealth (3) 
Figure 39. Entrance to Pan African Market stall unit, showing 
'African' sculptures and masks on sale, along with paintings 
One identified feature of African 'art' forms is that 
they are perceived as closed, bounded and discrete systems 
that can be symbolically interpreted by insiders, but remain 
inaccessible to outsiders, except through their presentation 
within highly conventionalised and standardized genres 
(Steiner 1994, 1999). These presentations are derived from 
concepts of mass production (see Figs. 38 and 39), through 
forms replicated over and over through images or objects that 
invent, re-invent and re-inforce non-African notions of 
African authenticity (Steiner 1999; Jules-Rosette 1984, 1990). 
The original function of what is now termed an art object is 
closed to the tourists and gallery curators that acquire them, 
and the original artist remains anonymous. However, its stylistic familiarity provides a means of 
accessing the 'known' from the confusing 'unknown', creating standards of reality in which: 
... just as printed illustrations and words both in the past and today have achieved visual and 
textual authority through repetition, so too, I suggest, does tourist art effectively produce its own 
canons of authenticity - a self referential discourse of cultural reality that generates an internal 
measure of truth-value (Steiner 1999: 95). 
The gaze of the tourist buyer may thus be fixed on the familiar through the power of redundancy 
and mass reproduction of African artefacts, "thereby ultimately forestalling and perhaps even avoiding the 
more demanding task of serious cultural translation and interpretation that might otherwise be produced 
in a less superficial encounter with the visual culture of Africa" (Steiner 1999: 101). An interesting 
example of this is Steiner's (ibid.) reference to the use of mass-produced African tourist artworks in 
American domestic interiors which become coded as 'real,' in some contexts, in order to make statements 
about the cultural roots of African-American identity and, in other contexts to invoke 'the primitive'. The 
tourist curio image hence becomes what Steiner (ibid.) terms an iconic trope, a vehicle for accessing an 
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In the next section of this chapter, the mirror reverses in on itself, and I examine how artworks act 
as sites for local exclusion while siting artists' identities simultaneously inside and outside 'the local' 
from different perspectives. Multiple and overlapping themes of locality, culture, modernity, 
globalisation, tradition and visuality are explored in the work of the two Xhosa artists, Pro Sobopha and 
Thembinkosi Goniwe. Both artists examined issues around ritual practices in Xhosa society, 
incorporating the controversial theme of Xhosa male initiation and the representation of traditional culture 
in a global arena. 
Pro (Mgcineni) Sobopha 
Figure 40. Image from 'Joyful Pains' series - Pro (Mgcineni) 
Sobopha 
Pro (Mgcineni) Sobopha described himself as a 
Xhosa-speaking artist, originally from the Transkei area of 
the Eastern Cape . He lived in Cape Town and, when 
interviewed in 1999, was studying his final degree year in 
fine art at Michaelis School of Art. This discussion concerns 
his final BA Hons show, entitled the 'Joyful Pains' series. 
Pro's work concerned shifts in Xhosa culture, 
focusing in particular on exposing what he described as 
contradictions, tensions and problems as a result of changes 
in the social perceptions and the practice of contemporary 
male Xhosa initiation rituals. He claimed that circumcision 
practices in contemporary Xhosa society remained important 
as a sign of attaining the status of manhood, and yet the 
practice itself had altered drastically, incorporating Western 
cultural practices and as an adaptation to contemporary 
lifestyles. He also expressed a concern that, as a result of 
these changes, circumcision would die out as Xhosa men 
gained status in society through other means. 
Pro claimed there was a lack of discourse within the Xhosa community because of the tradition of 
secrecy concerning initiation rituals. However, Xhosa practices, attitudes and values concerning initiation 
ceremony had changed so much that he felt there was a need to speak openly in public and examine the 
relevance of these practices to contemporary Xhosa life. Through his work, he claimed to challenge the 











questions concerning how to "reconcile the old way with the new" and "what it meant to be a Xhosa 
male" in contemporary South Africa. 
His work consisted of two large composite panels that he claimed, were "in dialogue with each 
other." Each panel consisted of six separate figurative paintings. These paintings depicted traditional rural 
initiation practices and juxtaposed these with images displaying contemporary shifts . 
Figure 41. Initiates returning home in form of question mark 
One painting showed what he described as "the joyful time of 
freedom as a young boy before initiation" in the rural areas. Another 
painting showed initiates in the rural areas leaving home for the veldt 
to be circumcised, led by "a respected man in the community in 
charge of the ceremony". Another painting showed an initiate sitting 
in a kraal, wearing the initiate's traditional white blanket and, yet 
another, the confused initiate "sitting with his mind racing - uncertain 
of what is going to happen next." A further painting portrayed the 
boys being instructed as to how to behave in society as men, and 
another depicted the initiates returning at the end of initiation. The 
group of recent initiates were depicted in the form of a question mark 
(see Fig. 41), which Pro explained, questioned the future of the 
ceremony. 
Other paintings displayed shifts in these traditional practices. 
One painting contained a door, which opened onto a further painting to reveal a hospital circumcision, 
indicating how hospital circumcision was "closed and not spoken about" in the Xhosa community (see 
Fig. 40). Pro pointed out modern lifestyles had impacted on traditional initiation rituals and changed their 
content and procedure, sometimes leading to serious problems and changes. The time period for the entire 
initiation process, Pro claimed, was now often shortened for convenience. For example, although 
traditional initiation in the ' bush' had taken months, in urban areas it now took only "a matter of weeks in 
school holidays". Procedures were hurried, and the hurrying of the ritual could lead to complications. Pro 
stated that there were urgent and serious concerns around unfair practices, and lack of hygiene, such as 
the non-sterilisation of equipment during contemporary circumcision rituals, causing infections. As a 
result , several deaths had occurred among initiates . Many initiates, some for this reason, went to hospital 
to be circumcised, thus involving western medical doctors in what had previously been a 'closed ' process. 
Hospital circumcision, however, was not considered completely valid in modern initiation practices, and, 
although used , was consequently hidden by those who had used this option, for fear of not being seen as a 
'proper' man. 
Another painting depicted women sitting indoors in their shack, separated from the initiates only 
by a goatskin which acted as a symbolic "shield". Traditional physical boundaries, where male initiates 











For example, in rural areas he claimed the initiation area was often now close enough for initiates to go 
home for visits, or for mothers to just "pop in". In urban areas, he stated, due to lack of space, as depicted 
in his painting, initiation sometimes took place in the initiate's home. 
Figure 42. Images from 'Joyful Pains' Panel, 1999, Pro Sobopha 
A further painting represented the initiates wearing new shirts and trousers in the now common 
practice of going to church "to be told how to behave" on the first Sunday after initiation . At church, he 
said, in contrast to the secrecy surrounding circumcision ritual, "everyone hears what is going on". The 
tradition of secrecy about male circumcision in Xhosa society was maintained on the surface, with a 
consequent lack of discourse on the subject, Pro stated , yet the practice was already exposed through the 
involvement of the Church, tourism, and public discussion in the media and academia. Another section of 
his work thus depicted the new initiates no longer in the initiation area, but hiking around the area and 
posing for photographs for tourists. Yet another painting depicted an image of a white Jewish man 
undergoing the Xhosa circumcision ceremony (see Fig. 42), copied, Pro claimed, from a photograph in a 
coffee table book. Pro stated that this painting drew attention to the fact that, despite attempts at secrecy 
being made 'within the community', "Westerners" were aware of the practice and were even taking part 
themselves . Pro suggested that, if the Xhosa circumcision ritual itself had changed, and was becoming 
more and more visible outside of local culture, as well as within Xhosa society - that is, to Xhosa women 
and non-initiates - the insistence on the practice of secrecy too should change. Furthermore, Pro claimed, 
because of a lack of contextual understanding, the majority of art critics were limited in their appreciation 
of his work . Consequently, he claimed, it was essential that art critics be exposed to, and examine, the 
issues he was concerned with, and that this was a function his work performed. 
Through openly portraying his knowledge of male initiation however, Pro's work contained 
contradictory impl ications for his own sense of self. Pro stated that he had been criticised by members of 
the Xhosa community for publicly revealing and allowing people outside the community to access 
knowledge of a 'secret' ceremonial process . Consequently, although Pro described himself as a Xhosa 
male, and part of the Xhosa community, who had undergone initiation as a young man in the Transkei, he 
acknowledged that, through the traditionally taboo act of revealing Xhosa initiation practices through 
their visual representation in his artworks, he had to some extent become an "outsider" to Xhosa society . 











man. Thus, through creating his artwork, Pro's own identity as a Xhosa man was in the process of 
changing, and the work itself shifted public perceptions of Xhosa culture as unchanging. 
Thembi (Thembinkosi) Goniwe 
Figure 43. Thembi seated in his exhibition space at Michaelis School of Art 
Thembi (Thembinkosi) Goniwe (see Fig. 43) is a Xhosa artist originally from the urban Cape 
Town township of Nyanga and at the time of interview was completing a degree (printmaking) at 
Michaelis School of Art, the University of Cape Town and living in the City Bowl area of Woodstock.71 
Like Pro, he depicted traditional Xhosa ritual practices.72 He claimed to challenge the visual 
representation of black body alteration practices in contemporary South African society, in particular, in 
relation to the urban Nyanga Xhosa community he had grown up with. The focus of this discussion is on 
Thembi's final degree exhibition work in September 1999. 
His exhibition work consisted of an installation artwork filling an entire room. The work 
deliberately combined different styles and genres - painting, prints, drawing, film, computer-generated 
images and photographic stills - arranged as separately titled but interrelated components .73 The purpose 
of the different stylistic components, he claimed, was to depict them as equal in importance and thus to 
challenge artistic values in South Africa, critiquing what he saw as the recent focus in the art world on 
expensive media technology and installations. One wall of the exhibition space, for example, displayed a 
row of oil-pastel artworks showing members of the Nyanga community 'talking' to emulate the 
appearance of what he called "the political mural work of the 1980s" (see Fig. 45) 
71 He is now studying for a postgraduate degree in art in the US . 
n A detailed description of the ritual practices represented in his work, as well as details of the artwork and its 
making, are included in Thembinkosi Goniwe's unpublished masters thesis, University of Cape Town 
73 Components of the original installation were also exhibited at the Association of Visual Arts Gallery in Cape 











them. So there is a lot of confusion around those rituals." By depicting them in his work, Thembi claimed 
his artworks "will travel places' and thus contribute to global dialogues and debates . Another set of works 
represented "the dirty washing" of what he felt were, like Pro, unspoken issues concerning Xhosa ritual 
practices, which he felt "should be taken out and aired. This art piece consisted of a row of separate 
prints, each depicting a piece of clothing, and laid out as if hanging on a washing line. On the front of 
each item of clothing, Thernbi portrayed different body alteration practices, such as scarification 
(ukuchaza), removal of a finger shortly after birth (ingqithi) and the practice of male circumcision 
(ulwaluko). 
Figure 46. Images of Video stills of 'Communication' showing mock circumcision 
Yet another, and more controversial, aspect of the exhibition was the inclusion of a video (titled 
'Communication) (see Fig. 46) in a separately partitioned part of the room. Depicting a video of a re-
enactment of a circumcision ceremony in graphic detail, Thembi, like Pro, also contravened Xhosa 
initiation rules by exposing aspects of Xhosa initiation practice deemed 'secret' to outsiders in what were, 
ultimately, commoditised artworks. He claimed he had come under much criticism from other Xhosa 
individuals for not behaving as 'true' Xhosa in this respect. 
Thembi refuted accusations of not being 'true ' Xhosa. He claimed he did not intend to shock the 
Xhosa community but to initiate dialogue in a public space around contradictions between locating 
particular Xhosa practices in the past, and perceptions of modernity and westernisation in the New South 
Africa. Issues around Xhosa practices, he claimed, were both locally and internationally relevant, and 
thus need to be visible to both the local Xhosa community, and globally. Furthermore, he claimed that 
urbanisation, westernisation and globalisation had already impacted on, and become part of local urban 
and rural Xhosa practices, and to deny changes had taken place would be hypocritical. Indeed, he noted 











Figure 44. 'Face Value,' 
"'- _ _ 1999, Thembinkosi Goniwe 
On another wall, 
there were large, 
computer poster-sized 
prints ('Face Value' 
1999) (see Fig. 44) 
displayed of mainstream 
black magazine covers, 
such as from Drum and 
Thandi. Thembi had 
digitally altered the 
model's faces to display ritual scarification marks. These images, he claimed, challenged Western 
perceptions of beauty. He argued that traditionally scarified or altered black body was denied visibility in 
an urban environment, particularly in the contemporary media: 
It's worse now, with the body - perfect shape, beauty. Also, people like to watch this beauty 
contest, Miss World. I never saw, even from Africa, women with scarification. Whereas 
scarification is about beauty. Now, these things are disappearing. 
Western cosmetics conceal the mark, whereas in terms of Africa, Australia, the third world, 
physically, they pronounce those marks. Now, you look at the city, these magazines, this beauty 
stuff, these beautiful people, superstars - people with scars, you don't find them. 
In Thembi 's view, body aesthetics in contemporary South Africa were derived from white 
European perceptions of body perfection superimposed on the black body. However, Xhosa body 
alteration practices, on the other hand, were perceived as culturally static and unchanging, exoticised, and 
In contrast, he questioned why male circumcision was globally accepted as contemporary 'traditional' 
Jewish practice, whereas African scarification and male circumcision was perceived as "located in the 
past", and 'backward". He argued that Xhosa persons, however, were part of contemporary global 
101 
experience, and therefore were as much a 
manifestation of modernity as Western culture. 
Figure 45. 'Mural-style' drawings, showing 
people communicating in different ways 
However, he also claimed that ritual 
practices were themselves altering, or were 
losing their associated meanings: "there are all 
these influences coming in already. _ .. 
influences of the West on how we do things ... 
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Given the above and numerous difficulties for artists, creating a sense of coiJectivity between 
artists in Cape Town required more than simply subscribing to discourses of 'reconciliation' . Mutual 
referent points of identification were required to overcome racialised and segregatory practices of how 
artists spoke of each other and also how they interacted with each other - to create a sense of 'us' rather 
than a sense of 'them,' across difference. Physical isolation between artists of different socio-cultural 
backgrounds also required addressing. Furthermore if there were to be a sense of non-racial equality and 
mutual ground between artists , many white artists needed to overcome habituated and hierarchised 
practices of patronage and assumed superiority; and to understand and appreciate the value of alternative 
social perspectives and artistic backgrounds . Overcoming previous hierarchies also meant providing 
historically disadvantaged artists with a 'voice' - a sense of inclusion, not exclusion, as a visible presence 
listened to and acknowledged by white artists. 
"CHILDHOOD": A COLLABORATIVE ARTWORK CREATED BY GREGG SMITH 
AND MUSTAFA MALUKA 
Figure 47. Invitation flyer from the three artists, Gregg Smith, Mustafa Maluka, and graffiti artist 'Ice' -
from left to right - for 'Childhood' exhibition 
The Childhood exhibition was initiated by Gregg Smith, a white artist in his late twenties with a 
fine art degree from the University of Cape Town. The idea for the artwork stemmed from a desire to 
move beyond the isolation of growing up 'white ' in South Africa: 77 
My inspiration came from the boredom of sitting alone in the studio the whole time dealing with 
issues that had a lot to do with the past, the way I have grown up and the way the whole country 
has been spoiled at the time I was growing up, and I couldn ' t find a way to get outside that and 
see another perspective on it. It just seemed that living in a culture that had such a habit of 
separation and fear, and such a situation of isolation, my studio was not the way to go about it. 
. . . This idea came up to try to use the medium of painting as a medium for a conversation 
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Outcome of the Exhibition 
Figure 48. 'Childhood' exhibition, 1998: one wall showing 
painted panels 
When referring to their childhood experiences and 
sense of identity while growing up, the artists continually 
commented on a personal sense of isolation from what they 
described as 'other cultures,' particularly in relation to the 
social segregation of space in Cape Town. Both artists 
consistently described the artwork as a "shared territory" which offered a valuable opportunity to explore 
their respective boundaries in relation to cultural differences and similarities. As Gregg put it, their 
intention "to take our different territories and different backgrounds and try to become less precious about 
them, and try to realise there were no real boundaries. To trash those boundaries within our own heads." 
The images and techniques the artists used acted as visual reference points to provide opportunities for 
discussion of their comparative perspectives of growing up in South Africa. This isolation was depicted 
and described through their use of materials, imagery and symbols that made up the artwork's surface. 
Their conversations focused on mutually exploring and emphasising their perspectives on differences, 
dishannony and contradiction in their lives. 
Meeting Points 
Figure 49. Mustafa, Gregg and graffiti artist 'Ice' 
standing in front of artwork panels at the Irma 
Stern Museum, 1998 
The artwork's overall production was 
clearly contextualised within financial and 
social hierarchical inequalities stemming from 
their apartheid-constructed backgrounds. Gregg 
had initiated the idea and had personal contacts 
for acquiring the exhibition space. He had paid for the space and materials, as well as preparing and 
supplying the canvases to be worked on. 
Despite the fact that Mustafa's sense of isolation and separation from 'Gregg's culture' had 
initially resulting in his first reaction to the project being "suspicion" - "I thought, who is this white artist, 
and what does he want from me?" he agreed to participate primarily because he saw the Irma Stern 
Museum as a prestigious exhibition space: "The museum Irma Stern is such a precious place . Such a 
sacred space, a space that reminds Gregg of the area that he grew up in, like his parents ' home in 
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Despite resisting the homogenizing claims by the media, and stressing that the differences 
between them were far from resolved, the two artists did agree that the process of the production of 
'Childhood' provided a meeting point between their respective pasts. For example, the collaborative 
creation and depiction of their separate perceptions of childhood realities provided the two artists with a 
visible 'presence' to each other, and their audience. The medium of their interaction, being visual, and 
their discussion concerning the images they incorporated within their work, provided a means of 
responding both verbally and non-verbally. 
Figure 50. Detail from 'Childbood' panel - 'When I 
do good no-one remember, when I do bad, no-one 
forget' 
One example of how their work provided 
a meeting point for discussion is the artists' mutual 
attempt to explore their respective and different 
understanding of the definition and role of "graffiti 
art" in Cape Town. This was seen by Mustafa as 
an effort to overcome underprivilege and 
anonymity on the Cape Flats and by Gregg as a 
subversive and rebellious opposition to affluence: 
Gregg: The message of a white kid doing graffiti 
on a suburban wall, really pissing people off a lot of the time, is totally different from a 
guy who's come from Mitchell's Plain. Totally different motivations. 
Mustafa: For kids from the suburbs, it's about vandal ising, breaking down - I'm the man - being 
cool. 
Gregg: A lot is from the boredom of being bourgeois. 
Mustafa: Whereas from the Cape Flats, it's more about there's nothing going on. Everything is 
grey . It's ugly, just dull. The reason why a lot of people like graffiti artists on the Cape 
Flats don't spray a lot is because they don't have money to buy spray cans. White kids 
have lots of money. They can get it from people like mummy and daddy. Sky I was 
privileged i  that way, as he was the only child. [He had] lots of money for cans and 
stuff. People like Ice and Falc08J and a couple of other people I know had to go out and 
steal spray cans, just to be able to express themselves. That's a major difference. 
The exhibition also received considerable media response from newspapers, radio and television. 
The SABC2 television programme 'Cape at Six', for example, described the artwork as "a new art form, a 
kind of East meets West, or Kenilworth meets the Cape Flats .. . It means people of different backgrounds 
can come together" (June 1998). However, both artists felt that the enthusiastic media response had over-
optimistically appropriated their work into popular public discourses, emphasising the collaboration in an 
attempt to view their work as a 'homogeneous' culture, rather than an exploration of contrast, complexity 
and contradictions within their personal experiences . As was evident in the following excerpt from their 
conversation, Gregg and Mustafa emphasised that the artwork was not the end point of a process of 
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Whether or not the 'Childhood' exhibition was a direct cause of these outcomes in these artists' 
lives remains debatable. However, the exhibition certainly provided an important initial step for them to 
move beyond a sense of exclusion and division resulting from stereotypes of each other's identities . Both 
arti sts also emphasised that, within the artwork, they had respected what they described as "each other's 
creati ve spaces" . To some extent therefore, through the artists' discursive interaction and their shared 
responses to each other's contributions, Gregg and Mustafa were able to move towards an understanding 
of each other as individuals. The artwork, as a collaboratively created physical reference point in-the-
world, thus created a mutual sense of 'belonging' and referent point to move on from, in the future. 
Consequently, referring back to Bhabha (1990), they brought the 'edges' of their respective cultures to the 
centre, within an area of creati ve construction, in order to create new meanings. 
THUPELO CAPE TOWN ANNUAL ARTISTS' WORKSHOP 
Figure 51. Participant Artists, Thupelo Cape Town Artists' Workshop 1998, South African National Gallery 
Background to the Thupelo Cape Town Artists Workshop, 1998·1999 
The Thupelo workshops were originally started in the 1980s in Johannesburg by arti sts David 
Koloane and Bill Ainslie with the purpose of bringing artists of diverse socio-cultural backgrounds 
together to expose them to different ways of working86 . The Thupelo Cape Town Artists Workshops were 
then founded in 1990 by a committee of former participant artists who had attended the Johannesburg 
workshops. 
Thupelo Artists' Workshops were one of the few OPPol1unities in the late 1990s for Cape Town 
artists of diverse backgrounds to come together regularly on an annual basis in a shared workspace with 
86 These wo rkshops were linked to the well -kno wn intern a tional 'Triangle' network. More information may be 
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For me it was a focus of energy - it's the only place I've seen in Cape Town for artists to meet, 
apart from anything else. I'm not attached to any of the schools or institutions - I don't have any of 
those kind of contacts, but here we are just drawing in a lot of different artists from different 
places. I find it really really exciting. 
Incorporating Bodies: Creative/Social Exchange 
Figure 52. Artists working at Thupelo workshop, each artist working on a board placed against the wall of 
the studio space 
Thupelo workshop created numerous opportunities for, and thus played an important role in, 
artistic and social exchange. This success of this exchange was to a large extent facilitated by the layout 
of the shared studio space for the workshop. The layout facilitated not only exposure to, and the exchange 
of, different artistic techniques and approaches in a non-didactic manner, but determined the physical 
inter-flow of bodies within the workspace, as a means for informal verbal interactions beyond habituated 
apartheid practices. As Johnson writes: 
The centrality of human embodiment directly influences what and how things can be meaningful 
for us, the ways in which these meanings can be developed and articulated, the ways we are able 
to comprehend and reason about our experience, and the actions we take. Our reality is shaped by 
the patterns of our bodily movement, the contours of our spatial and temporal orientation, and the 
forms of our interaction with objects. It is never merely a matter of abstract conceptualisations 
and propositional judgements (1987: xix) : 
As a result of the large number of participants and limited size of the Annexe studio space, the 
artists were crowded closely together. The workspaces were not partitioned, and faced the centre of the 
room where the work was visible to other artists (see Fig 52). Through this exposure, there was a sense of 
physical enclosure and immersion in each other's work . Donated art materials were placed in the centre of 
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Incorporating Artists' Responses 
Figure 53. Artists at work during Thupelo workshop (artist Timothy Mafenuka in foreground) 
The overlap between creative and social exploration , as well as its personal relevance, is evident 
in almost every artist's description ofThupelo. One male coloured artist also spoke of his enthusiasm for 
the combination of social space, the interaction with diverse people, conversation and exchange of ideas: 
"This workshop was a very wonderful workshop ... the atmosphere working with different artists, sharing 
ideas, ta lking to the artists ... the list is endless." Another Xhosa-speaking male artist's description draws 
together his personal sense of exploration, understanding others ' realities and artistic exploration: 
"Exploring materials, exploring different realities, not knowing where I am coming from and also not 
knowing where I am going." One female coloured artist, who had notably returned to the workshop after 
previously attending attended one international and two regional Thupelo workshops, emphasized how 
the shared emphasis on art making enabled artists to interact across boundaries towards a common ground 
of understanding: 
Artists come together. They're all from different backgrounds and whatever, and totally different 
techniques and educational backgrounds and things like that. But, you find that on a face value 
level. Then you look at the works, then none of that really matters, the backgrounds, or whatever. 
... the work must speak for itself and it's a time for practical hands-on experience. So, on that 
level, the prejudice of coming from different backgrounds in a very divided country doesn't really 
matter, because it's the hands-on experience that really matters, and you can see people 
influencing other people, so in that way, there's a break-down of prejudice ('S, female artist, 
coloured) 
The interwoven-ness of art-making and social eXchange during Thupelo is clearly evident in other 
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whether social or artistic, which she notably termed as giving "courage", revealing the extent to which 
such exchanges were normally difficult to access or achieve: "It really gives you that courage. It's 
teaching you the techniques of the other people - it gives you like, open mind, how to work more with 
other people." 
Within a shared space of artistic creativity, the focus on art-making thus removed the focus from 
people and provided a relatively neutral territory for negotiating across the bounded-ness of selves. In the 
absence of an outside gaze, the gaze of artists turned in on themselves and their work. The juxtaposition 
of different styles, music and languages drew awareness to the fact that differences between individuals 
existed. Yet artists, within their interactions and exchanges, found possibilities to work beyond personal 
issues, boundaries and perceptions of 'difference'. The end result was an opening up of opportunities and 
an expansion of dimensions of self, a "becoming" through action, within personal intentions to work 
across boundaries of difference, that placed participants as agents in shifting perspectives and creating 
work that, in being focused on creative growth and expansion, was future-oriented in time and space. 
Incorporating Disagreement 
Not all aspects of the workshop were necessarily egalitarian and by no means did all artists reach 
a comfortable relationship with each other. Positive responses do not mean that there were no 
disagreements or problems encountered or that all artists responded the same way. In fact, different views 
and perspectives were expressed. I believe one of the major strengths of the workshop was its ability to 
incorporate and enable a diversity of opinions and their expression differences and diversity within the 
creative process. 
Figure 54. Artist discussions during Thupelo workshop 'walkabout' session 
There were occasionally personal disagreements over the type of art some participant artists 
created. Some artists initially used the free art materials to produce figurative 'township' -style work that 
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Greatmore in Cape Town , the Bag Factory in Johannesburg and the Gasworks in London . There are also 
new studios being set up through the Triangle networks abroad, such as in Trinidad, the Caribbean, 
continually drawing in international artists to take part with local artists . 
Within the emphasis on artistic exchange in Thupelo, artists were not only exposed to numerous 
and alternative ways of working but a space to talk with each other in a non-competitive context. 
Furthermore, their exchanges not only concerned different work processes and techniques but also served 
a means of moving beyond the isolation of working within historically habituated racialised separate 
spaces in Cape Town. As one first-time white male participant, 'A', in his forties enthusiastically put it : 
South Africa is a very kind of segmented place. You know, you've got the black township ones, 
whatever that bloody well means. You've got me, rich white suburbanite, whatever that means. 
But the art should break through all of it. ... Cape Town has always been known for its cliques, 
and people are quite clique-ish .. .. I think that Thupelo ... I think it's important. I think it's 
important to mix people up, to mash them all up together. Mash it up. Mash it all up. That's what 
I say. 
Despite the different perceptions and beliefs about what the workshop should be about, the 
workshop was inevitably what artists made of it. It was artists themselves who had agency as individuals, 
in choosing who to talk with , how to socially interact, and the form of artistic exchange they participated 
in . The artworks were 'shared' in their inspiration and creation, incorporating processes of personal 
change and mutual artistic cultural and personal points of reference within the work they produced. For 
artists who made use of the workshops in these ways, new relationships and understandings were fonned, 
through which the workshop itself became a common referent, creating a sense of collectivity. The artistic 
products of the workshops also materially incorporated memories of these shifts and referents to 
discursi ve and artistic interactions between artists for the future. The initial reasons for artists attend i ng 
were also open to change, and these were often retlected as the workshop progressed. Furthermore, the 
prestigious space of the National Gallery provided an opportunity for historically disadvantaged artists to 
work at a primary artistic location in the centre of Cape Town previously seen as white . The workshop 
itself eventually became a col.lective referent, combining creativity, materiality and space as a means of 
transcending, crossing or working, despite boundaries, contributing to the process of breaking down deep-
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Figure 55. 'Eye of a Slave' - Sophie Peters 1998 
In her artwork 'Eye of a Slave' (see Fig. 55) , Sophie Peters, a coloured female arti st, equated a 
slave history in the Cape with her personal experience of growing up under apartheid and observing the 
treatment of farm labourers. In her artwork, she painted herself as a child holding her mother's hand, in an 
enclosed space inside the shape of an eye, and a manacle and chain was montaged onto the front of the 
artwork . She explained: 
In the time of apartheid, slaves were treated very bad, what I saw as slaves. So, through the eye of 
a slave, a lot of peop.le saw things happening, but couldn ' t talk . It was just pain in their hearts. 
They could just cry and just work for that little money. A lot of people really suffered . White and 
black could not engage like they do now - talk, eat, hug, sit and talk or whatever. .. . Slaves had 
that kind of pain inside for a long time. 
Sophie spoke of a childhood memory where she had come across the body of a man who had 
been shot on the farm near where she lived and the corpse had been left to rot. She associated this 
experience with what she felt the slaves had gone through in observing and being victims of oppression, 
injustice and suffering, but having no power to alter or change their situation. Her work was created: 
.. .just through things seen . The ways people were working ... My mother, like a slave, come back 
from work with not enough money to support us at home. So I mean there really was no food. We 
suffered. That was slave times. 
Producing the artwork, Sophie herself suggested , gave her a voice in relation to her personal 
experience of apartheid. It is evident that the exhibition theme provided a safe context, through its 
contextual presentation within the suffering and victimisation of slaves in South Africa's distanced past, 
and its expression through visual means, to express what Sophie felt was the 'silenced pain' of her 











Apartheid and slavery was all together. It ' s sensitive. Whites didn't want to talk about it .... 
Words hurt. Speak, but in peace, friendliness .. . Speak it like it is - bring it out and feel free and 
be happy. We can't keep that pain inside for years and years and die with that kind of pain. It's 
time to speak it out and be free .. . It was good to take out what was disturbing inside." 
Figure 56. 'Freed Slave' - Donovan Ward, Liesl Price, Paul 
Hendricks and Andre Marais, 1998 - note the 'Colonel 
Saunders' on the right of the slave, and the poem written across 
the surface 
Likewise, a collaborative work titled 'Freed Slave' 
(see Fig 56), by artists Donovan Ward, Liesl Price and Paul 
Hendricks, and poet Andre Marais, depicted the classic image 
ofa 'freed slave' that Dr. Nigel Worden had shown in his 
slide show of previous artworks on slavery. The depiction of 
the 'freed slave' was surrounded by images which Donovan 
termed modern icons of economic globalisation and power 
(see Chapter Five), such as the dollar sign and the World 
Bank. The artists described the artwork as questioning what 
they termed' slave-style' economic relationships between the 
West and South Africa in the present, extending from past 
colonial relationships with the West. A poem by Andre Marais titled 'The Freed Slave' was written in the 
foreground of the painting. The poem dealt with perceptions of freedom and could be interpreted as 
equally pertinent to a history of slavery in the Cape and/or a South Africa recently' freed' from apartheid. 
Figure 57. Craig Masters - The Castle, the Display, the Slave's 
Pipe and the Descent into the Dark Cellar, 1998 
Reference to, and questions around, establishing the 
'truth' of a South African past were also explored in the 
exhibition. For example, the historically disadvantaged 
painter Craig Masters depicted the few artefacts and bones 
that formed the scant archaeological evidence of a slave past, 
in the artwork 'The Castle, the Display, the Slave's Pipe and 
the Descent into the Dark Cellar' (see Fig. 57). Depicting the 
skeleton remains of a slave and the only slave item at the 
Slave Lodge - a slave pipe - he thus deliberately and 
consciously made visible the material' invisibility' of slaves. Such aims are clear in his written statement 
accompanying the artwork: 
This work speaks of the vast differences in the historical physical evidence to be found between 











the Cape, the only item - apart from the skeletal remains found at various sites - i~ a smoking 
pipe once owned by a slave, which is now housed in the Slave Lodge. This to me dlustrat.es t~e 
invisibility of the slave role in the development at the Cape, and why a shadow of shame IS shll 
cast over the Cape, as many institutions here are still unwilling to recognise the hardship endured 
by these people in the Cape's early years. 
Figure 58. Randy Hartzenberg preparing 'The Speech of Birds', 1998 
Randy Hartzenberg's installation piece 'The Speech of Birds' 
(see Fig. 58) deliberately played upon the concept of 'looking back' at the 
colonial history of the Cape. In response to the Museum committee's 
initial refusal to remove the paintings of Cape Governors and 
Parliamentarians from the wall, Randy cleverly responded to and utilised 
the situation by asking for two paintings to be kept on the wall of the 
lecture room. He incorporated the paintings of the previous Governors 
into his final artwork for the exhibition, as a deliberate comment on 
hierarchies of inequality. He combined the painting into an abstract 
sculpture with artefacts such as an old car mirror, a rope in tension with a bag of salt, and a constructed 
doorway. He described the sculpture as suggesting tension between the past and present in South Africa 
and concepts around 'looking back' into, and 'reflecting', the South African past. His exhibition 
statement clearly links colonialism and slavery with concepts of freedom and oppression across time. 
There is a reflective point of contact with the past here. The sculpture has been determined by my 
responses to the portraits of colonial governors - Cradock (1811-1814) and D'Urban (1833-1837) 
hanging in the location chosen for this exhibition. The installation is thus site-specific, both in 
relation to the Slave Lodge site and in its proximity to these particular portraits. There are 
allusions to restriction, entrapment, punishment, survival and death. From the painful experiences 
of slaves we can learn and forge a new consciousness, more capable of hearing the caged and 
uncaged speech of birds and work towards developing a creative, compassionate humanity freed 
from the cages of psychic enslavement. (Written statement accompanying artwork at Dis Nag 
Exhibition). 
Figure 59. 'Timeless Beat', 1998, Thembinkosi Goniwe 
This combination of apartheid and slavery themes was also 
apparent in the work of the Xhosa and white artists not usually be 
considered to have a slave ancestryl03. For example, Thembinkosi 
Goniwe, a Xhosa-speaking artist, in the work 'Timeless Beat' (see Fig. 
59) focused on issues of resistance to oppression. He depicted images of 
the historical rebellion of slaves who burnt down the original Cape 
Town Slave Lodge at the site of the Cultural History Museum. Playing 
on concepts of 'escape', he deliberately hung his artwork across a door 
entrance in the Slave Lodge room where the exhibition was held. Reference was made to both slavery and 
103 This does not imply that all coloured artists have slave ancestry, although it is generally believed to be more 











apartheid, linking the two in his interpretation, where he claimed, "The reaction taken by slaves to burn 
the lodge has a connection to the reaction taken by African people against apartheid." 
Pro (Mgcineni), also a Xhosa-speaking artist, in 'D.P. Ritual' interpreted his understanding of 
slavery in relation to the poorly paid "hard labour" of farm labourers and traders in South Africa's 
present, whom he depicted in a figurati ve 
painting, and claimed, "labour is another form 
of slavery". 
Figure 60. 'Untitled', 1998, Sipho Hlati 
Sipho Hlati, another Xhosa-speaking 
artist produced an installation, ' Untitled' (see 
Fig. 60). He used images of Africa, the spread 
of colonialism and the Bible to i1lustrate what 
he described as the ' indoctrination of the mind' the colonial influence of education and religion 
throughout South Africa's history, which, he felt , extended into South Africa's present. He therefore also, 
as did many other artists, incorporated and integrated the history of slavery within to the broader 
framework of colonisation and politics in South Africa . 
White artists, too, found their personal points of access to 
issues concerning slavery in South Africa. Gregg Smith, a white 
artist, created a video installation, 'Untitled", based on the theme of 
a silent tennis game, that he hoped would illustrate the difficulty of 
verbal communication within his own family, which he felt , were an 
apartheid-derived consequence for whites of not talking about 
particular subjects, particularly the colonial and apartheid past. 
Another white artist, Nricco Massimo, created the work 
'Antagonist. ' Depicting school uniforms 'imprisoned' under glass, 
he claimed he referred to white South African schooling and 
education in relation to the control and domination of society under 
colonisation, and politics in South Africa. 
Figure 61. 'Till Death Us Do Part', 1998, Jade Gibson, Fatima 
February, Yasmina February, Jasmine Stahli 
I myself worked on an installation in relation to gender issues in South Africa in collaboration 
with three female artists, Fatima February, Jasmine Stahli and Yasmina February (see Figs. 61 and 62).104 
The original slave lodge was frequently used as a brothel, providing an odd means of release from 











consisted of a traditional 'Cape Malay' wedding dress, , onto the surface of which was printed, amongst 
the decorative beading, excerpts and headlines from newspaper cuttings concerning the domestic abuse of 
women in South Africa, and displayed on a converted shop dummy. A mirror was positioned over the 
face, under the veil, to reflect back the face of the observer as a means of creating identification, or in 
some cases, eliciting a response of confrontation. 
Figure 62. Close-up detail from wedding dress, Till Death Us Do 
Part 
While printing and decorating the dress with Fatima and 
Jasmine, conversations often revolved around the gender issues it 
addressed in the present. Fatima, in particular, afterwards 
commented on a strong personal connection with the exhibition 
theme, both as a woman, being Muslim (in that many of the 
slaves in Cape Town either were of, or had converted to, Islam 
religion) and as a result of earlier discovering that her own 
surname, February, was a typical slave surname. She felt a sense 
of agency and accomplishment in playing an active role in 
representing a slave history in terms of her own possible ancestry 
d . f b . 105 an tn terms 0 etng a woman. 
Incorporating Tensions and Contradictions 
Conflict, Power and Disempowerment in the Second Artists' Workshop 
Coloured and black artists were in the numerical majority at the second artists' workshop, and 
people of both categories began to speak of strong connections and feelings brought up by the first 
workshop in relation to experiences of social inequality and apartheid. They also suggested that 
colonial ism and slavery may have structured a 'whole way of thinking' in South Africa. Although the 
discussion in relation to the outcome of the exhibition was not directly or personally aimed at the artists 
present, a white artist, 'A,' in her twenties who was thinking of joining the exhibition (but had not 
attended the first informative historical workshop), became angry and agitated, saying a discussion about 
apartheid was a waste of time as it was not relevant to an exhibition on slavery. She left abruptly in the 
middle of the meeting, and did not return. 
104 The concept was initiated by me, the dress created by Fatima (artist who described herself as a 'Muslim woman' 
of 'coloured' background) and her sister Yasmina February (dressmaker), and the entire work created by Fatima, 
myself and Jasmine Stahli (artist, originally from Europe, living in South Africa since 1994). 
105 From my own perspective, as a non-South African, the process of constructing the artwork, as well as taking part 
in the exhibition, was a bonding process with other artists, providing an understanding of South African history, and 
its interpretation by these South Africans in relation to their lived lives. There was also a collaborative sense of 
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